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THE SNOII^SRIIIG SUPERVISION OF THS
NEW LIEIffHIS BRIDG-E.
INTRODUCTION
I. G-eneral Description.
1. Econoraic features^ The building of the Nev/ Memphis Bridge dur-
ing the years 1914 to 1017 v/as iDrought about primarily by the in-
adequacy of the Old Memphis Bridge, in conjunction v7ith an econom-
ic condition that made the new project feasible several years be-
fore the physical necessity \7ould have forced its adoption.
Ever since the expansion of the railway lines to the west of
the Mississippi river, the crossing of that stream has been one of
the greatest of problems, towards the solution of vjhich the con-
struction of the Eads Bridge at St. Louis was the first great at-
tempt. For many years thereafter, however, all traffic below St.
Louis was carried across the river by means of ferry ooats, which
were fairly successful for the small amount of traffic carried;
until in 1892 the Kansas City and Memphis Railway and Bridge Co.
completed the construction of the Old Memphis bridge, a single
track structure, long knovm as the Memphis High Bridge, which
still remains the lowest crossing of the Mississippi. This bridge
was first used by the St. Louis and SanFransisco Railway- the Frisco-
and the St, Louis Iron Mountain and Southern Railwiiy-the Iron Moun-
tain- and later by the St. Louis Southwestern-or Cotton Belt- the
latter running over the Iron ^iountain rails; but the Little Rock
and Memphis Railway- part of the Rock Island system- continued to
operate their transfer boat for freight tmffic until 1912, when

the formation of a sand bar on the Tennessee shore,
and the wash-
out of terminal facilities on the Arkansas shore uue
to erosion of
the bank,made it necessary for the entire traffic
of this line to
use the old bridge also.
This increase in tr-afiic over a single track structure
a
mile in length necessarily caused a congestion that resulted
in
frequent delays, ag^^ravated by the fact that the steep
ap.ro^ch
on the Arkansas side, a l.:35 % grade, made it necessary
to reduce
the tonnage dr .wn by one locomotive, and also greatly
reauced t.ie
ruiining time, even of passenger trains. The bridge had
been de-
sirmed for wheel loads that obtained in 1390, hence
heavier loco-
motives could not be u.^:ed; the piers were not wide enough
to per-
mit of double tracking the structure, and as there was no
bridge
other than this below the conflux of the Mississippi and
the Ohio
rivers at Cairo, little traffic could be diverted to otner
cross-
ings. Obviously another crossing at Memphis was the ultimate
sol-
ution of the problem.
This solution was hastened, however, by the economic
status
of the old bridge. The stock of the Kansas City Fort Scott
and
Memphis Bridge Company was controlled by the Frisco .i^aiway
, which
in effect, therefore, received the tolls of the other
three roads.
The greater proportion of the traffic was over the Hock Island,
and the amount paid in tolls by this road alone more than
equall-
ed both the interest and operating charges of a new oridge.
'^his
was true even after a reduction in tolls of 25 per cent,
when
for the fiscal year ending June 30,i913, the total of the
tolls
paid by the three tenant companies wa.s | 640,000.
The initiative was taken by the Rock Island Railway,
and

3preliminary steps were taken for the project of a New liemphis
Bridge. It very soon appeared that the most advantageous organ-
ization for this purpose would be a separate corporation, and con-
sequently the Arkansas and Memphis Railway Bridge and Terminal
Company was incorporated, stock being taken by all three of the
tenant conpanies of the old bridge, the Rock Island, Iron i.Ioun-
tain and Cotton Belt. Officials of these three roads became of-
ficers of the now Bridge Company. Bonds were issued and guaran-
teed by a New York bonding house, and credit thus obtained for
the i:.uaediate com. lencement of construction operations. A promi-
nent bridge engineer, Ralph Llodjeski, was appointed consulting
engineer in cliarge, imd to him was given the task of carrying out
the project.
2. Engineering features .- The physical conditions of the river
channel in the vicinity of Memphis are such that no better loca-
tion could be found for the new structure than in the immediate
vicinity of the old. At this point the channel vriath at usual
stap:es is about 2000 feet, less than half a mile, while very few
points exist below Cairo at v/hich the width is less than three-
quarters of a mile. Moreover, a high ijluff on the Tennessee side
of the river makes an ideal approach, and government revetment
work an the Arkansas side eliminates the possibility of a wash-
out on that side. It was decided therefore to build the new struc-
ture just 200 feet upstream and parallel to the old; and this
condition in itself decided several other features of design, since
the War Department decreed that on account of the proximity, all
the clearances of the old bridge must be maintained. The five mas-
onry piers were therefore located opposite the five old piers,
thus determining the main span lengths of 790, 62^-, 604 and 345

feet; the height of 75 feet clear above the previous highest water
mark was maintained, and the length of the Arkansas approach via-
duct, made necessary to provide for the free passage of water at
flood stages, v/as also kept the same as on the old bridge, about
2400 feet. The main features of this location are clearly shovm
on the accompanying map, Plate I,
The river at this point is about 50 feet in depth at ordi-
nary stages, and frequently over 100 feet at flood stages. On ac-
count of the character of the river bottom, the pneumatic caisson
process was the most feasible for securing foundations for the
river piers, and vras used on all five of these faundations, the
lowest of which was sunk to a depth of 108 fe^t below the surface
of the river. All of the caissons went through about 50 feet of
river bottom to a solid found; it ion on a hard stratum of clay; they
were of timber conr.truction filled with conorete, and on them the
piers were built to a height of about 150 feet, making the total
height of the pier and caisson about 200 feet. Pour of the piers
were faced with granite masonry and filled with concrete, while the
fifth was of solid concrete construction.
In appearance the superstructure of the new bridge is very
similar to the old, although the system of web members is differ-
ent, being of the K type, while the old bridge is designed on the
Warren truss system. The principal design of both bridges is the
same, consisting of a central fixed span, from vfhich a cantilever
carries a suspended span on either side; an additional cantilever
with an anchor arm 186 feet long carrying the other end of the
suspended span on the Tennessee side, while a deck span meets the
viaduct apv;roach on the Arkansas side. It is a double track bridge,
with a highvmy on either side outside of the trusses, the width



between trusses being 34 feet. This makes the total v/idth of the
structuipe 70 feet. The depth of the highest truss is 88 feet, mak-
ing the total distance from the top of the highest steel to the
bottoi of the caisson 302 feet. The design was made on the basis
of Cooper's E-70 loading, with a ;iafe working stress of 60 per cent
of the elastic limit; and most of the suspended span, and the truss
members of the other spa is, are of alloy st^el. The total length
of the main bridge is approximately 2300 feet. The main dimensions,
the truss system, and the general design, giving the tension and
compression members, are shov/n on the general elevation, Plate II.
The west approach viaduct, 2400 fe-t in length, is built
on concrete pedestals, supported on concrete piles. Alternate spans
of 40 and 30 feet were used, the steel gird^^rs being supported on
braced steel tov;ers, v/hich carry the d'^^uble track above, and high-
ways on either side. The height of the viaduct varies from 55 to
70 feet, the grade being 1.125 pr.r cent. This layout is clearly
chovm on the general plan of the West Approach, Plate III.
To meet this viaduct an earth fill is necessary, which
varies in height fro.n 20 to 70 feet, and is about a half mile in
length, from the end of the viaduct to the junction of the Rock
Island and the Frisco Railvj-ays. The entire Arkansas side of the
river is low bottom land, subject to a yearly overflow, which even
a complete system of government levees has failed to prevent; and
the railv7a,ys cross this bottom land successfully on filled road-
beds which have been raised from time to time to provide satisfact-
ory operation during flood seasons.
On the Tennessee side, the approach is also about half a
mile in length, for which vory little fill was required, the max-
imum grade being about .32 per cent. All grade crossings are elim-
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inated by elevating the tracks and constructing two concrete sub-
ways at streets not closed,
3. History of construction. - The entire construction period occup-
ied a little over three years, from July l^^lo until September 1916.
Borings had already been taken when the v/ork was first contemplated
in the early spring; and the contract for the substructure was
let and work started early in July. The work on the .substructure
took approximately eighteen months, four months of which were con-
sumed in preparation, building plant and equipment, and the remain-
der in sinking the caissons and building the piers. The first four
caissons were. sunk in five months time, and the fifth caisson v/as
not finished until six months later, a period of high water inter-
vening. The mat protection and revetment work was put in before the
last caisson was started, and the masony construction progressed
during the high water period, so that there was slight loss of time.
T le following table gives the important dates on the different op-
erations and the comparative time required on the uifferent piBrs.
Build in.o; ^ Sinking Com-^enced Finished Days
Caisson I Nov. 23 1913, Mar. 21 1914 120
Caisson II June 25 1014 Oct. 2 1914 97
Caisson III Sept .GO 1913 Jan. 19 1914. 120
Caisson IVI Oct. 16 1913 Feb. 15 1914 120
Caisson V Feb. 9 1914 May 12 1914 63
Masonry Work
Jul. 2 9 1914 150Pier I Mar. 1 1914
Pier II Sep . 10 1914 Jan. 6 191t) 116
Pier III Nov. 19 1913 Oct. 1 1914 310
Pier IV Jan. 9 1914 Jul. 31 1914 200
Pier V Apr. 6 1914 May 30 1914 54
Anchorage jJun . 9 1914 Dec. 11 1^14 180
River mats 1914 Aug. 26 1914 60
Shore mat 3eD. 8 1914 Oct. 22 1914 44
Approach piles Feb. 22 1914 Sep. 24 1914 210
Approach pedestals Aug. 15 1914 Oct. 30 191:: 75
'"^est abutment Aug . 11 1914 Sop. 30 1914 50
The entire construction program for the substructure was car-

ried out practically without accident, and set a record that could
scarcely be curpassad.
There \ia.s a delay between the completion of the substructure
and the corntnencement of the superstructure, due to financial dis-
turbances attending the beginnins of the war in i^urope, which set
the completion of the -.tructure back about three months. It was
then expected that the erection of the superstructure would take
about nine months, and had no delays occurred it is probable that
this would have been possible. As it happened, however, although
the financial adjustments were made in time to start erection in
April, 1©15, the stage of the river was so abnormally high during
the spring and summer of 1915 that the piles for falsework could
not be started u.itil September. The remainder of the period be-
tween high water £itag3s vms thus reduced to such an extent as to
make the intentad program impossible of achievement; and although
the ai,tempt was made under the stimulous of a bonus, a washout of
the fj.lsework occurred on the 24th of December, delaying the com-
pletion for several months. In order to accelerate the erection,
an addition to the contract was made to enable the construction of
the last span to be carried out by changing the method from false-
work to cantilever erection, necessitating the driving of but Six
bents of falsework; and after a short delay this method v/as carried
to a successful conclusion on Sept. 15, 1916. Trains had then been
rimning, however, since July 15. The construction of the entire
superstructure occupied seventeen months, ta erefore, instead of the
nine months contemplated; and as three months were lost before
starting pile driving, and four or five months more were lost on
account of the v;ash-out of falsewor':, it is probable that the
original schedule could have been carried out but for the abnormal
I
condition of the river.
The following schedule gives the dates' on Vvhich the main
operations were begun anJ. concluded.
Falsework Coramenced Finished Day
OfcJp « 1 lb'4.5 Mov 4 1915 27
Span I I I- IV Oct. 13 1015 Dec. 14 1915 31
Pier SV-6 bents Hay 2 1916 Jun. 1 1316 29
Steel Erection
Anchor Arm Apr. 7 1915 Jul. 22 1915 105
Pier I Ca,ntilevGr Jul
.
22 1915 Oct. 1 1:^^15 69
Fixed Span Oct. 18 1915 Dec. 82 1915 64
Pier II Cantilever Feb. 14 1916 Apr. 6 1916 52
Pier III Cantilever Apr. 27 1^16 Jun. 7 1916 41
Pier IV Half Span Jun. 10 1916 Jun. 28 1916 18
Deck Span Aug. 19 1915 Oct. 7 1915 38
Viaduct Apr. 27 1915 Jul. 13 1915 76
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II. Engineering Organization.
1. The main office-- vmile the main features of the design of a
bridge are dependent usually on the genius of the engineer in charge
the details of construction and the entire supervision are as a rule
dependent on the organization at his command. On the New Memphis
Bridge this organization consisted of an Assistant ii^ngineer in
charge of the business end of the main ofi'ice; an inspection force
for the inspection of material at the point of shipment; and a res-
ident engineer In charge of the actual construction.
The design v/as of couBse made in the main office, the draft-
ing room being more or less under the direct supervision of the
consalting engineer himsolf. General drav;ings only 'vere made of
the substructure, which were modified and suplemented by engineer's
and contractor's drawings in the field, all subject to the approval
of the resident engineer. For the superstructure a conplete set of
design sheets was made up for the prospective bidders, and the de-
tail drawings were made up from these by the contractor, subject
to the a-jproval of the engineer in charge.
-he CO itracts vrere let from the main office, and in the case
of the superstructure, vouchers for payment to the contractor were
also prepared there. The Assistant Chief Engineer was kept inform-
ed of the progress of the work by regular reports, as explained
later, and to him were referred any matters of great importance re-
quiring a decision. He also kept in touch with the work jy month-
ly visits, and had charge of all financial matters, including the
payrole of all inspection and engin^iiering employees.
2. Inspection jureau- - The main office was also kept in direct
touch with the progress of material manufactured in the shop and

m'lls by an inspection bureau, organized distinct fro.n the main
engineering stalf,but under the direct control of the Assistant
Chief Engineer. At the shops of the Pennsylvania ^teel Oompany,
the main contractors for the superstructure, a chief inspector
handled the entire v/ork of supervising the inspection of material
in the shop, reporting direct to the main office; his r^^ports
were also made to the resident engineer's office, thus keeping the
entire vrork coordinated,
3. Supervision of construction-- The organization of the field
forces fluctuated in size as the needs of the v;ork required, con-
sisting at one time of nine men; the resident engineer, assistant
resident engineer, two instrument men, two rodmen, a draughtsman,
a masonry inspector, o.nd an inspector of granite at the quarry.
This was during the substructure construct ' on, while later during
the erection of the superstructure there wore but throe assistants
to the resident engineer, and during the last six .onths of erec-
tion there was but one. Although the personi^el was recruited and
the salaries paid by the main office, the resid :nt engineer v;as
responsible for the work of each of his assistants , and he himself
was in personal touch with every phase of txie work.
A field office v^as maintained during the entire construction
period, housed in a former residence taken over for the purpose,
this beiiig less expensive than the construction of a new office
building. The equipment of this of :ice was simple ,nd efficient,
the furniture c .nsisting of two desks, a drafting table, two rough
tables , chairs , letter files, a typewriter, an electric fan- the
last being a necesijity in that climate- some small tools, und a
camera and photographic outfit. The engineering jquipment u'as also
simple, thou,;h of the best quality, consisting of two l,ransits-
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a Berger and a Seely transit- t-:o levels- a Gurley 20 inch and 22
inch- t^o Philadelphia level rods, four 100 foot steel tapes, grad-
uated to hundredths of a foot, a 100 foot Chicago tape, a half
dozen 50 foot tapes, with hundredth graduations, two thermometers,
a spring balance for tension measurements in chaining, v:ith plumb
bobs, rules and miscellaneous smaller equipment, besides a series
of screens and pans for testing sand and gravel. All of this equip-
ment was in fairly constant use during the substructure construc-
tion, but only half of it was necessary during superstructure work.
Throughout the period of substructure construction, the dut-
ies of field supervision were varied and frequently arduous. In tne
first place, the surveys and location re.^iired careful and accur-
ate engineering vork, involving as it did the responsibility for so
locating the foundations that the steel superstructure could be
placed without difficulty. This required not O-.ly careful base line
work and leveling, but also constant giving of lines and levels
during the sin ..ing of the caissons and the building of piers and
pedestals. Secondly, it was necessary to inspect all material en-
tering into the work, for quality, mid. also all vjorkmanship in the
placing of materials. Moreover, the contract b^ing on a percentage
basis, it ^as necessary to keep track of the quantities of all mat-
erial, a-id to oversee the work with the intent of limiting the
cost of work to a reasonable figure. Finally, the keeping of re-
cords anc. the making of reports was an important feature, where
the plan of proce^dure played so important a part in the progress
of the work, re^-uiring careful consideration of river gauge re-
ports, and a constant lookout for satisfactory delivery of mater-
ial, to forootaLl delays. The duties of checking contractor's draw-
ings , designing retaining walls, abutments and oth.-^r details of

construction, as v;ell as making record drawings of all v;ork as ac-
tually performed, involved considerable care, and the apjr'jval of
bills, payrolls, and all items of cost for voUL;her, was also no
slight task.
On the other hand, the supervision of superstructure erec-
tion was much simplified by the lorn of the contract for the v-ork,
\?hich threv; ail responsibility f -'r locations on the contractor,
and V7hich, being a pound price contract, eliminated practically
all neces::ity for cost keep-ng. The fact that all the material ar-
rived on the work fabricated, naeding only to be fitted in place,
relieved all the duties of material inspection. Yet in order to
insure smooth progress and to guard against delays, all material
was checked on a -rival, and a record kept v/hich would show at any
time what material was on hand and any members that might be miss-
ing for continuous erection. Also a careful check was made of all
pieces erected, not only for fit and position of the individual
members, but also for the allignment of the entire btructure; and
one of the most important fc tures of the inspect io/i was the test-
ing of riveted connections, insuring the strength of each inuivid-
ual rivet. In addition, complete records v;ere kept of all progress,
from which estimates were made for payment, and daily reports were
made of each phase of the work, so that the main office was aware
at all times of the progress made and the general state of opera-
tions.
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PART 0:iE- SUBSTRUCTURE
III. Surveys a.id Location.
l. Base line £ork- Almost the farst step to be taken by the engin-
jering force in the field, after givin^; a line for the construc-
tion track to the approach of the bridge, was the establishment
of base lines, from v/hich to make the locations of the piers. On
account of the gre.'it importance of securing absolute accuracy in
pier locations, the base line work on which these locations depend-
ed was necessarily refined, and the extreme caution attending* this
phase of the work v;a.- fully justified.
The above figure illustrates the proco^dure of this vrork,
which T;as as follows. On either side of the river, as close to the
bank and as nearly parallel to it as possible, a timnsit line was
run, about a thousand feet in length, design-^ted the base line. At
the extremities of these tv^o base lines, A,B,G and D, concrete hubs
were set, with scratched copper plugs to indicate the exact center,
and over them v/ere built transit houses to protect the instrument
from sun a,nd wind. The intersections of the center line of the
brid:3e with these tv/o I'nes were next obtained, and marked with
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concrete hubs also, at E and F. The Instrument then being aet over
these two latter hubs, the angles between the axis of the bridge
and the tv:o base lines, angles ASP and CPS were repeatedly road
and averaged, until they were deterrnined j thin an unquestioned
accuracy of one second. The third step v/as the chaining of the base
line, which was the m.Bt difficult task of ail. Wood posts, four
inches square, vrere driven on line slightly less than an even hun-
dred feet apart, and a co:)per tack was driven in the top, with a
croi>s scratch exactly on line, while at distances of twenty .. ive
feet j^etween them additional stakes were driven, carrying spikes
at elevations necessary to support the tape on a line with the top
of the main stakes at the h'ondred foot ^pacing. Then choosing a
cloudy day so that the tape vrould not be af.."ected by t:ie san, each
of the distances between the copper tac.is v/as chained repeatedly,
with the utmost care. Usually four men were used lOr this work,
a rear chaininan,to hold on the mark, a head chainman to read the
mark ahead, an assistant head chainman to pull ti:^ proper tension
on the tape, and a recorder to take down r..adings cuid also to re-
cord temperatures taken from a thermoneter suspended from a stale
adjacent to the tape. The tape itself was standardized by tne Bu-
reau of Standards at 17ashington,D. C
.
, so that the number of pounds
pull required to eliminate error v;as knov/n, as well as the tape
correction for this individual tape; the readings tiemselves were
estimated to t :e nearest thousandth of a foot. Careful levels were
taken on the posts, and computations were tiien made with tlie use
of logarithms to obtain the exact distance, making corrections
for difference in level, for temperature, and for tne ttpe correc-
tion. The coefficient of expansion was assumed as .0000065 this
also being give-i by the Bureau of Standards, with the normal tern-
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perature at 62 degrees Fahrenheit; and although comparison of read-
ings taken on the coldest am warmest days seemed to indicate
th.ut
this coefficient should have toeen somewhat greater, it w: s never
sufficiently \7ell proved to make any change in the basis of calc-
ulat-ons. Care was always taken to maintain the tape and other
e-
quipment in the best of .;ondition, and all computations thoroughly
checked, and the average of many readings taken to ascertain
the
correct dist nee between the thr^e huo points on each line.
The next step in the operations v-ould have been to compute
the angle betw en the base line, and the line through one end
of
the base line and the center of the proposed pier, aftar the
dis-
tance aetv: en the first pier and the hub at E had been determined;
the computation in each case depenaing on the solution of a tri-
angle for which two sides and the included angle were knov/n. Then
setting the transit over one extremity of the base line as at A,
this angle,. as EAI would have been turned off repeatedly, and
points set on the opposite bank of the river, as at G. The aver-
age of there points would have been made a permantot foresight,
so that the center of the pier could at any time hav.. been r-.scer-
tained by the intersection of two transit lines, AG and EP. While
this is sufficient to locate the pier, since in the process of
sinking the caisson the actual center of the pier is frequently
inaccessible, in practice it is f und necessary to throw two in-
tersections for each caisson, which will fall on the up and down-
stream edges of the caisson respectively.
The presence of the old brid e, however, access to which
was granted the engineer;- by the owners, great -.y facilitated the
work of location, so that the original base lines, as a matter of
fact, were never used. Instead, a line w:ls chained on the deck of
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t'ae old bridge, using the same care in rci.ding that attr^nded the
base line '.vork of chaining, and fron thi;; line, p3ints were throv/n
with a tra.nsit to the head of the old piers, set go that the dis-
tance betv/ -en them as .;Oiuputed \va.s eoual to the aistance betweun
t'le proposed p'.ers. To locate the nev/ pie^^s, it was then necessary
only to set on the he d of the old pier Opposite, turn a r \_;ht
angle from a line parallel to the axis of the new bridge, and
throw an intersection with the center line of the new brid,j,e. The
distance between the two center lines being juot 2^0 fe .t, the
Y/ork of locating the piers was thus much more readily performed
than by using the long sight from the shore, although the actual
chaining of the b;is line was nearly as difficult as in tne first
•iiethod, and the angle had to be turned off each time a location
was made, instead of merely pickiiig up a foresight. In addition,
the chaining could not be carried out with nearly the regularity
of the first iriethod, since it was necessary not only t.^ select
d..iys that were a,d"wantageous as far as weather conditions were con-
cerned, but it was also necessary to vrork between the runnini_^ of
trains, v:hic-li retpiir' o. r;-t'-c rapid v/ork. Toreovei', for ••'lo -purpose
of giving final marks on the piers for setting the steel shoes, the
point on t'le old bridge deck could .ot be transmitted to the coping
of the pier v;ith sufficient accuracy on account of the interference
of the steel pedest 1 and post; and the method adopted to make this
final location was to set the transit on the new pier caplng, on a
longitudinal offset from the center, and turn a series of right
angles from the center line ofi the new bridge to the deck of the
old bridge, where the distances had previously been determined, and
thus computing the amount of the offset to measure bac/i to the ex-
act center. By repeating the right angles often enough, this method

located the piers w\thin a probable error of a quarter of an inch.
The Y.'id^ct variation from the -verage chained length of the entire
tvn thousand feet was a tenth of a foot, and the variation from the
average chained length between piers was correspondingly less.
After the exact centers of the piers had been located, brass
plugs were set in the center of the coping and a point set on them
with center punches to deterriiine the p ;int for future transit set-
ups. Also, lines to facilitate the setting of tne shoes were scrat-
ched on the granite masonry, at positions shown on the blue print
diagram, Plate IV and V. These plates show the record that was kept
of the final locations , and also the final levels, on all the piers
and abutments for the main structure. It will oe noted tiiat Plate
V shows the plug on Pier IV to have been set .013 feet from the
exact center; this was due to the fact that check chainings, tak-
en after the plug had been set, showed this correction, due evid-
ently to a slight move.iient of the pier during a period of hi^h
water, which caused a settlement towards the river. This -uneven
settlement was also noted in the settlement levels that were taken
at re^mlar intervals of time, and the amount of the correction
corresponded to the -ovement of the top of the pier that would
have taken place v/ith the settlement observed.
T'le laying out of the west approach viaduct was a comparative-
ly simple matter, involving merely a considerable amount of chain-
ing and instrument work. Concrete hubs were set on the center line
about 400 feet apart, and the distances between them were carefully
ascertained by base line measurements, similar in proce^dure to trie
base line work for the main bridge location. Stakes were then set
on the ce ;ter line at distances of alternately 40 aud 30 feet apart
I
this being the spa.:-ing of the bents, and opposite eaai of these two
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additional stakes were set, on one side of the center line and at
right angles to it, at distances of about 1^0 an.. 200 fe«t out re-
spectively. To locate the center of any .edestaL at any time it was
necessary therefore only to set over one of these side stakes, prc-
ferrably the further one, sight on the nearer one, and throw a line
to intersect the 1 :)ngitudinal line of the pedestals, easily Pleas-
ured over fro;ii the center line. This proce^'dure vas followed in
giving the location for the pile driving, the base of the pedestals,
and later to locate the anchor bolts set in the concrete pedestals,
and the latter location was so accurate that not a single bolt had
even to )e bent to accomodate the superstructure, although they had
been cast inside of a st^ve pipe covering to allov; a moveLaent of
as much as an inch either v/ay had it been necessary.
2. Leveling-- The problem of leveling .as also much simplified by
the existance of the old bridge. Had it been necessary to throw a
level line entirely across the river v;ith the instruments at hand,
it is douotful if extreme accuracy could have been obtained; but by
reading between the old piers, and averaging several series of le-
vels, a most accurate eries of elevations v/as obtainable. This was
accomplih'hed not only by setting on an intermediate pier and read-
ing a rod held on adjacent piers, but also by runaing a line by
setting on each cier in turn, and reading a rod held on the same
pier as the instrument, and then on the pier ahead, averaging up
the readings on foresights and backsights to eliminate the error
which would have been probable on account of the aifference in the
lengths of the sights. This is illustrated by the figure (page 24)
which shows in detail how the levels were carried from the bluff
on the east side of the river to the ground on the west side, and
the way in hich the cross reading -as perl'ormed. Here the differ-
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ence in elevation betv/een B and C v;as taken as the average between
the reading with the instrument at A and D, this average being a
Liuch 'iiore accurato determinatioxi than an elevation deteriained by
si::iple leveling.
The bench uiarks thus deterrained were painted on the masonry
coping and were used throughout the entire construction period to
give levels on oucceeding courses of mas ^nry, and also for the final
coping levels. All elevations vrere based on the elev.-i.tion of a U.S.
government B.M. , established by the geological survey, cut on the
coping of the ea.st abutment of the old bridge; and after being trans-
fered across the bridge, and down on the opposite shore by iieans of
a steel tape, they were carried about a mile inland to axiother U.S.
government bench mark, the record elevation for which Vv-as found to
be about two hundredths high. Along the Arkansas center line elev-
ations were taken on each of the concrete hubs previously set for
center line v/ork, these hubs being about a foot i.quare and three or
:our feet deep.
A peculiar phenomenon was observ^.d after the spring flood of
1914, which as usual overflowed the entire Arkans^.s b:.nk, aiid kept
it ujider \¥ater for about two months , cover ing it ""ith a thin layer
of river sediment. All elevations set from the concrete hubs after
the flood seemed to be inaccurate when checked against elevations
of the main piers, and after considerable trouDle .^nd vexation,
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the levelsi were run across the brid,je a second tine, vrith the re-
sult that each and every concrete hub on the Arkans.-iS side ^.'.'as
found to have settled a definite amount, varying from a half an
inch to as much as a tenth of a foot. The levels v/era also rerun
to the same G-ovo-^nment beiich mark on the Arkansas side as before,
and it also was found to have settled somewhat, so that its marked
elevati .n was now .07 of a foot high instead of .02 as formerly.
Communication with the U. S. Government Engineer's office disclosed
the information that this oc-urance was far from unusual, and that
a gradual settlement of entire portions of the rivsr bank was a
matter of frequent observation, caused no doubt by the compres;:ion
of mciterial under the additional load of the flood v,'ater.
Bench marks having once been established, the construction of
the foundations involved merely routine leveling, on the caisbons,
piers, concrete piles, bases and pedestals, none of the work re-
quire ing more than the ordinary proceedure of leveling, except for
finishing the coping, v;hich was leveled to the sixty-fourth of an
inch. The taking of settlement levels on the main piers, however,
was a more interesting proceeding, and required a high degree of
precision.
The pneumatic caissons, as has been described, were landed
on a stratum of hard clay, at a depth of from forty to seventy
feet below the river bottom. Part of the --eight of the bridge was
carried by the skin friction resistance of the soil against the
sides of the c isson, and the remainder by the resistance of the
the clay stratum against the bottom, of the caisson. As the pier 'vvas
built up, and the weight of the steel supe structure added, the
pressure on this clay bottom obviously increased, and a correspond
ing compression occured, which caused a settlement of the pier.
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These settlements were of course expected, and records of the am-
ounts Y/ere kept chiefly to make certain that that they were not ex-
cessive, and to give data for future reference. The plate number VI
on page 27 gives the coo :lete record of these settlements, the great-
est of which is seen to he .157 of a foot on Pier II, or ab iut tv/o
inches. It is further seen that all the settlements were gradual
and varied very nea-rly in proportion with the increase in load, and
were very clo. e to the settlements that were expected when the piers
were designed.
To secure the measurements of these settlements, projecting
Imobs were cut in the masonry of both the nev* and old piers to be
used as bench marks, and with the instrument setting on the near-
est bank, a level lino v-as thrown ciC'-oss from the old pier to ea^h
end of the nev/ i)ier, it being assumed of course that all settle-
ment on the old piers had ceased years previously, Tv^o observers
were used, one to watch the level vial, and keep the bubble cen-
tered, and the other other to take the reading; a tarpaulin was
spread over the instrument to keep off the direct rays of the sun
on all sunny days. The bubble reading t7.\s especially i;riportant,
since an e-ror of one tenth of a division in the bubble reading
caused an error of a hundreth of a foot in the rod reading at the
distance necessary to level, or 9^'0 feet. Since the finest hair
obtainable for the instrument covered a hundredth of a f ot at
this dibtance, the following expedient was used to eliminate this
inaccuracy, A white card v/as rubied as shown in the figure, so that
the intermediate white line was a hundreth
^^H of a fi:!>ot in width, just the space covered
by the hair of the instrument. This card was
I
slo ,ted so as to fit over an ordinary rule.
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and the levelman then Bisnaled the rodman to raise or lower tnis
target until none of t;ie white space was discernable, this position
being tested by " springing the level"- or slightly pressing the
barrel dovrnwards until the le-st fringe of white showed above the
hair, and then upv/ards until the same width of fringe showed below
the hair. With a. little practice an observer can tell whether or
not the same pressure Is required to raake an ejual vridth of fringe
a_ pear aoove and below the hair with far greater accuracy than he
can set a ta -get by simple observation.
These settlement levels ware taken at regular intervals, as
nearly as the stage of the riv^r v:oald per it, during the entire
construction period, and as the diagram sho/s, the settlement prac-
ticably ceased after the superstructure v;as entirely erected, and
there w vs no further increment in load. Hone of the settlements
v;ere considered excessive, and as each was corrected as far as
possible before the coping ''.'as set, the total effect on the level
of the steel work was practically negligible.
3 . Location of ca ' ssons
.
-- One of the most necessary of all of the
engineer's duties was the supervision of the sinking of the cais-
sons. From the time that the cutting edge touched the bottom of
the river until the final position had been reached and the cais-
son sealed, daily locations were made, so that the position was
knovrn at all times, and directions given the sinking forem£i-n for
his guidance in carrying on the days v/ork.
On the river caissons, the first step was the driving of a pile
dock on three sides of the intended location, leaving about three
feet of clearance on all sides for the caisson. The location of
these piles was given )y transit lines from the shore and from the
bridge, no especial accuracy being reo.-.ired, since in fact the dock

was subject to considerable rnoveraent as the pressure on it varied
v/ith the rise and fall of the river. The caisson, after beini;^ l^uilt
along the shore in a floating pontoon, v/as towed out opposite this
dock, and launched by filling the supporting pontoon vjith water and
causing it to sink, after rhich the two halves of the pontoon, built
.o as to split on a longitudinal section, v.^e.-e pulled out by lines
fastened to a tug, leaving the caisson floating. It was next tov:ed
inside the dock and gradually sunk by filling the interior v/ith
concrete, care being exercised in making this filling to keep the
concrete level, in ord-r that the caisson would in turn settle in
a level position and strike the bottom fairly. During this process
it was necessary only to take frequent soundings, to ascertain ..hi;n
the caisson approached the bottom, and just befo e landing, it was
kept as nearly level and as ne.rly in correct position as possible.
As soon as the cai;iSon v/as landed on the bottom, and until it
•vas sunk to final position, daily locations wero taken to determine
its exact position, in order to correct any deviatin from the cor-
rect position, and insure landing the c.as.on in the exact final
pocition. These locations were usually made just after a drop had
been made in the sinking process, and the foreman was informed of
the results immediately thereafter in order that the digging for
the next drop could be planned, and any variation corrected. It v/as
necessary to give the location (if the cutting edge rather than the
top of the c isson, and to do this requit?ed certain measurements
of the caisson itself, as follows. The exact width of the caisson
was a constant, which once determined remained the same; but as the
caisson was built up, the exact height was measured, and marks kept
on the inside of the outer wall from v;hich to measure up as each
succeeding course of timber was added. Then the center of each side
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v/as carried up also as the caisr-on was built, and the center
line marked with copper tacks on the inside of the outer v/all; this
center line was obtained by squaring, since the caisson was never in
a level position long enou^-h to permit of plumbing.
The results of the location were transcribed on a card shown on
the left above, and this card given to tho foreman in charge of the
sinking. The figures at the intersections of the center lines with
the Sides of the rectangle indicated the amount and direction of the
diviation of the cuttixig edge from its correct location; these fig-
ures being obtained from the dlrviation at the top of the caisson by
direct prox^ortion, as shown by the figure at the right above. For
by similar triangles, a:v/ = b:h, and the deviation at the bottom, d,
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equals the diviation at the top, dl, plus or minus the amount b, de-
pending on whether the tip of the caisson tends to throv; t:ie cut tin
edge further oat or nearer to the correct center line.
The elevation of each of the four coriB rs of the top of the
caisson v/as therefore the first thing to be obtained, and then the
deviation of the the center lino of the caisson at the top course
from the true line thrown on by the transit; while the caisson was
actually sinking it w:.b necessary for these two determinations to
be made simultaneously. The petition of tie cutting edge was then
computed as described above, and also the deviation of the caisson
from a level plane, this being shov/n by the figures at the four
corners of the rectangle on the card, the lowest corner or an aver-
age corner being marked O.K. as might be most convenient. Next the
elevation of the cutting edge was computed by subtracting the
height of the caisson from the elevation at the top, and the drop
since the last previous location was given, as well as the time
since this last location had been m;de. The approximate distance
yet to go was indicated, computed from the probable final position
of the caisson as indicated by the borings; this making a complete
record for the sinking foreman. A typical location is shov/n filled
in on the c:.,rd on the previous page; from tnis card the foreman
would give orders governing the digging in the caisson, deepening
the excavation on the high corners when the caisson vras only out
of I'.'vel, or deepening it along an entire side, and blocking up
under the opposite side, w len it was necessary to throw the caisson
out of level in order to bring it back to line.
Y.liile sinking through sand, the caisson c ;uid be moved about
quite e;iSily by this method, a slight tipping of the caisson tend-
ing to move it bodily in the direct io.. of tne high edge. After the
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clay \ra.3 reached, hov;ever, any lateral noveraont becanie increasin(sly
difficult, and if the caiscon v/as in correct position vaien the ^lay
was first struci:, there vras little need to use any precautions to
koep the caisson level thereafter, as the pressure of the clay on
the sides v/ould keep the cal ;son in this saiiio position. On caisson
I, hov;ever, the pressure of the high bank on the snoro side pushed
the caisson out toAvards the river, and the caisson v/as sunk v/itn tn^
river side constantly low in order t brings it back tovrards Lhe ba.nk
to correct location, an attempt which vjas only partially successful.
The u per side frequently crushed through the heavy blocking that
v;as placed un.ler it to keep it up, and brought the caisson level
again; althouj;;h the position of the caisson vrhen landed was not
far from correct. In case it had been impossible to ..lOve the caisson
by merely tipping it, it might have b.;en found necessary to reduce
the friction on the sides by v/ater jets, and so forced the caisson
in the desired direction.
On this pier, since it v/as seen that the caiscon v/juld prob-
ably be sea,led somewhat out of line, the bottom course of masonry
was offset slightly to compensate for the difference. On the other
piers the masonry v/as set exactly in the center of the caisson, and
locations taken during the remainder of the sinking in pr-ecisely
the t.ame v/ay as had been done on the caissons, the center lines be-
ing carried up and marked by scratches in the granite, and elev-
ations being carried up by bench markes on the four shoulders of
the pier. The computati ;ns for fil^.ing out the card -.vere also sim-
ilar, but since the sinking by the time the masonry part of the i^ier
v:as being constructed was mostly through clay, it was not necessary
to make such frequent locations, especially since the sinking v/as
correspondingly much slower; and in the harder material, when the

drop v.-as sometimes less than a foot a day, locations v/ere made but
once or tv;ice a week.
4. Location of channel mats, --One of the most interesting features
of the substructure vrork v^as the construction and sinkings of the
channel mats. These were built approximately in the position that
they were to take on the bottoiii of the river, held floating on the
surface, axid after completion were sunk by loaaln^ them with rip-
rap. Four mats vrere placed in the channel, one about two hundred
by three hundred feet, at the site of pier H, to prevent scoar
vmile sinking this the deepest of the caissons; and the other chree
about two hundred feet s.iuare each, spread out longitudinally uiiuer
the fixed span, to prevent washing out the falsework later to be
driven for the constructioii. of this apan.
The first stpp in the con truction of these mats was the
placing o_ Chinese anchors, large masses of reinforced concrete
with protruding timber cross arms, v/hich were to provide the anch-
orage for the cables which held the head of the mats. These anchors
were cast on a barge, and v:hcn sufiiciently set they were tov;ed
out in the river and dropped approximately t o thousand feet above
the brid_,e line and directly in line with the proposed mat loca-
tion, c ix of these anchors were used in all, and they were shifted
once after sinking the first two mats to a osition that would
be satisfiictory for the last two.
In order to construct the mats properly it v/as necessary to
locate the position of the anchors as nearly correct as possible,
and this was attempted at first by throwing two transits to an in-
tei't ection at the location of the anchor. It was found impossible,
hoYirever, to hold the tug in position as aetermined by signals from
the two transit men long enough to get the anchors overboard; and

it vras found that by st i^tin^s upstream and floating dovm, keepins
alvrays in a line acroso stream as as given by one transit laan, Un
co;ains opposite tv;o ran ;e pole^ set on the bank the correct dis-
tance upstream, the anchors could be dropped to a very accurate
position. Later this process was still further simplified by the
use of field glasses sighting on two vertical posts on the old jrid^
previously determined as being on the correct line; one observer
then watch the bridge to keep the tug o.. line, and the other gave
the signal to drop the anchor as the range poles came in line.
The anchors having been placed, an anchor barge was fastened
to it by cables approximately a thousand feet long, and from this
ba-ge additional cables of about the same length held the weaving
barges from -which the rimts were woven, and also the cabbies to the
head of the mat held the mat in position v;hile it was being sunk.
These cables could be adjusted to bring the mats to the required
position just before sinking, which was in correct line and about
ten to fifteen feet upstream from the desired position at the b-)t-
tom, according to the strength of the current at the time. The fig-
ure below shows the relative positions of the equipment necessary
for the construction of the mats.

IV. Inspection of Construction,
1. Timber and c:;-isuon con true t ion - -The first conatructio.i v/ork on
the sub&truc ure that required inspection A-vas the timber work on the
caissons. Previous to starting any of the permanent work there was
of course a great deal of v:ork required in the construction of
barges and floating equipment, derricks, pontoon, pressure barge,
and other plant; but practically no supervision v/as needed for this
work with the exception of a general checking of plans and a check
of tho material to be turned in for payment. On the machinery of
the plant, including the compressors, mixers and engines and der-
rick equipment, all of which was furnished by the contractor, -lo
checking was required.
Timber being plentiful in that part of the country, no .diffi-
culty was experienced in obtaining a good graae of timber for the
cai. son construction, and no ixispection was made at the point of
shipment. The contractor assumed the responsibility for the qual-
ity of the material, and after delivery a surface in..pectijn as
made for v/ane and straightness ; v:hile the contractor took the nec-
essary precautions to make sure that no -lolciys would be caused by
failures in shipment.
Plans were drawn by tie contr^xtor for each caisson, giving
the framing and marking of ev^ry stick of timber in the caisson in
detail. As soon as the tiuiber arrived, therefore, the work of fram-
ing was started, and each piece as it was framed was marked v^ith
paint on one end, with three figures, denoting the caisson number,
the course number, and the number of the piece in the course. These
timbers were then stacked until the time when they were required for
the cai:-:3on, when they v/ere piled on barges a,nd taken to the site,

and drlft-bolte/. in place.
The pontoon for iLvanchinG the two river caiG..ons 77as ouilt in
a i'lo.-ting dry clock, and these caissons were built up partially in.
the pontoon, before taken to th- cite. On these caissons the cut-
in^; edge, of stoel construction, was merely laid down in the botto.a
of the pontoon, which was of itself level, and the timber built up
on it. The weight of all inr terial goiii . into the caisson was kept,
and the computation of the weight ano. the displaced volume was
made, to ma.Le certain that the caisson would be stable \'hen float-
ing after the ponto )n had been sunk ana \7ithdrawn.
With the t3hore caissons, the site was first cleared off and
the cutting edge laid out on blocking, giving it a level bearing,
and the correct location for st;,rting sinking, allow;aice being made
for the crowdin;^ effect of the ban'.:. The timber work was tnen built
up 0-1 the cutting edge, and the principal points to be watohed aur-
ing the construction were the framing of joints, the proper drift-
ing of the timber courses, the caulking and tarring of the caisson
roof, the squaring up of the structure, aid the adequate bracing
of the v/liole.
Experience v/lth the first caisson caused a few changes to be
made in the framing of the others. It was found that the tremendous
pressure on the sides of the working chamber required rather more
bracing than at first designed, and on caisson II, on account of
the great height of the caisson necessary for the depth of water
flound, it was considered adcisible to bolt friction blocks on the
outside walls,- these being simply heavy timbers securely fasten-
ed verticallji on the walls, to develope greater skin friction. On
caisson IV the expedient vras tried of sup,>orting one wall of the
caisson on boxes filled with sand; and it was debated whether or
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njt the use of sand jacks might not oe necessary to carry the v/eight
until the caisson v.'as sunk far enouoh for the skin friction to de-
velope to the r quired amo^ont. This uethod was never resorted to,
however. On caisbon II, the concretin^s could not be kept up as fast
as the sinking, and in order to make sure that there would be no
delay •,he..i the masonry started, a cofferdam was built around the
top of the caisson, about fifteen feet high, securely bolted to the
caisson and the joint caulked. This construction resulted in a
Sreat saving, since the cofferdam kept the water from the masonry
\7hile three courses were set, allowing the sinking to cjntinue un-
interruptedly. This top secti ^n or cofferdam was then removed, in
order to leave no obstruction in the bottom of the rivor after the
caisson was down. On those cair.sons that were re auired to be sank
further tha.n at first contemplated, the difference in heignt was
mad. up by adding a few courses to the top of the caisson, thus
s^.ving tho cost of the masonry that would other\/ise have been nec-
essary.
Besides the inspection of the caisson itself, there was in
fact very little inspection necessary on the ctual sinking. '»^hen
a location had been given to the sinking foreman, a trip to the
working chamber was sometimes made to see that the proper steps
were taken to correct the position; but as the location of the next
day would check ap on the ro. ults, this was seldom neces..ary. The
foreman on this work was accustomed to take levels himself inside
the working chamber with a hand level, and also to keep traiik of
his progress by means of sighting across stakes driven in the bot-
tomjand usually succeeded in keeping remarkably close touch on the
position of the caisson. During the sinking it was usual for an
inspector to go dov?n in the air pressure but once in three days.

As the caisson neared its final position, however, more atten-
tion was paid to the excavation, in order to determine the char-
acter of the material at the bottom. It was thought necessary to
continue the sinking for about six feet through the layer of stiff
clay found belov? the sand and soft clay of the river bottom. The
removal of this exceedingly stiff clay was so expensive that it re-
quired a great deal of judgement to say just when it was advisable
to stop; the clay was too elastic for dynamiting, and too stiff to
work with shovels, so that it -^^s necessary to pick it out in small
pieces. On one pier a layer of rock v/as found, part of which was
removed as being too soft and loose for a bearing, while on pier II
the clay was so difficult to excavate, and the wall of the caisson
became so warped under pressure, that it was thought advisable to
discontinue sinking three or four feet above the elevation planned.
In all cases, before the sealing was begun, small pits were dug
in the bottom to make sure that the material continued the same
for the next six feet at least.
Bearing tests were also taken on the soil in all of the cais-
sons, the facilities for these tests being very advantageous. It
was only necessary to place a hydraulic jack below one of the roof
timbers, and jack against a block of 2^nown size on the clay below,
reading the pressure on a pressure ;i;uage, and calculate the pres-
sure exerted by the jack per square inch of surface of the block;
the distance that the block sank into the earth being determined
by measuring dovm from a straightedge supported across the block
and free from the affected area. Plate VII, page 39, gives the
result of one series of such tests.
As can be seen from the plate, the clay was foLind to have
very high supporting values. Experiments were made with differ-



ent r>lzes and shapes of blocks, vvith the idea that the proi^ortion
of the area of the block to the perimeter mi^sht jear soiae relation
to the supporting pov/or; but the variation in the results were so
great that no generalization could be aade
.
The tests were made on the surface of the ground in the caissor
at a time v;hen '.t was level, and it is thought that the pressure
that the clay would sustain uhen there v/as a surcharge ot material
all around the pressure area would be even greater. Aii attempt vras
made to prove this by performing a test on an area muoh lower than
the surrounding ar^a, but the results vie re not satisfying, because
of the practical difficulty of keeping the jack from kicking out
\7hen so far from the roof of the caisson.
In making these tests the surface was first prepareu by set-
ting the blocks in plaster of paris, leveling them to exact level
before set up; and the deformations were read on a micrometer
screw, so that the results were very accurate in so far as the
readings were concerned. To allow for the time element, the pres-
sure was increased un'.formly, and readings taken at equal inter-
vals, -i.c'.dings were also continued after the load was remaved,
and as the micrometer bore directly on the block itself, the
elasticity not .'d in the reading was actual. This elasticity is so
marked as r:,lmost to resemble t\e that of an elastic material such
as steel,
2. Concrete work - -The inspection of concrete formed a large pro-
portion of the insp3ction work of the substructure, and took up a
great deal of the time of the inspection force; the ^/^ork of ins-
pecting the actual placing of the concrete naturally requiring the
most attention. Inaddition^ the inspection of the materials enter-
ing into the concrete were all inspected, including the cement,
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sand, .liid gravel.
The inspection of ceinent -/as made at the cement mills by an
organized inspection bureau, in accordance witii a x^rinted speciii-
cation, this being the only material on the substructure for which
a ro'gular ; .pec if ication v/as gotten out. '-'-'he method of taking sam-
ples and of performing the several required tests were outlined in
detail, so th^it a perfectly definite procedure was followed. The
cement was then shi ped in sealed cars, ana in adaition each tenth
sack was tagged with a number and the name of the inspection bur-
eau, for purposes of identification. The field inspector r^^moved
anci. collected the tags, v^hich were then checKea against the reg-
ular reports of the inspection sent in weekly to the resident eng-
ineer, and in this ivay a record was kept whioh ..howod the partic-
u.'-ar quality of the ce;-ient going into any part of the work.
On the whole the cement showed little variation, all of it
containing a rather large percentag.; of lime, v:hich made it some-
--hat slow setting in action. The strength tests, however, al^
showed high values; in fact, they were ^^o uniformly high that when
later the strength of the concrete was found to bo unsatisfactory,
it was suspected that some of the fault might lie in the pobsibil-
ity of some of the cement passing by the ins, -ector, and to make
sure that this was not the case, staples were taken fror: sacks that
ere .larked an;, from adjacent saciis that were unmarked, and sent
for reinspection. Nothing w-.s found to indicate th..t tiie cement vjas
other than the best, however, and blame for tho low strength of th..'
concrete attached itself to the aggregate rather than the cement.
In that region practi^yal^y the only source of sand and gravel
was the river sand and gravel, which could be found almost any-
v/here along the river, where a chai ge in the current had piled up

a 'ba.r. The proportion of Dand and. gravel in thet:.e bars v/as a very
great variable, lo that in order to secure anything like a uniform
product, separation and v/ashing v/as necessary, '-i-'his was done e,t a
commercial sand plant a short distancefrom the bridge, which wash-
ed the prod .ct delivered from suction dredges iii the river and loaa'
ed it into barges v;hich v/ere tov'ed to the at-^ of the bridge.
The sand obtained by this process v/as clean and uniform, though
r:.'.ther fine, and when at all carefully v/ashed, compared very fav-
orably V7ith tlie best concrete sands. The gravel, however, was far
more scarce, and the very small sizes v/ere Eiore plentiful than the
large; moreover, the tendency of the sand company vjas to deliver
the gravel only partially v/ashed, v/hic}! further increased the de-
gree of fineness of the product. By far the worst feature, however,
Y/as the presence of varying quantities of lignite mixed in with
the gravel, which w:(S vrashed dov/n from bed., of lignite far up the
tributar'ies of he . iissii-.sippi , for the sexjaration of \7.:ic.L no sim-
ple process could be evolved.
In order to secure the most dense concrete possible, the mat-
erials were used in proportion to the percentage of v.jids; that is,
the proportions were such that the cement fii-led the voids i.i the
sand, and the sand and cement filled the voids in the gravel. In
order to acjoiplish this, screen and void tests V7ere made of each
barge of sand and gravel delivered, and the proportions to be used
thus determined. As soon as a barge arrived, saiiiples were taken
which v/ere representative of the entire load, and tests were made
in a laboratory for that purpose, which v/as merely a small build-
ing equipped vrith scales, scr-ens and pans.
The weight of a cubic fv-ot of the dry material v/a^. first de-
termined, and the cubic foot pan of material was then filled with
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water, and weighed again; the increase in weight s^vin- the
weight
of water which filled the voids, from vrhich the volume of the
voids
was oasily coiaputed, and the percentage of voids deternined.
Next,
to determine the degree of fineness of the material, it
was passed
succesr.ively through t^creen^ of varying sizes, and the residae left
on the screen was w^:;ighed in each instance. From this the
percent-
age of material passing a certain size of screen v;as easily com-
puted, this giving an index of the gradation of the material.
The results of these computations were plotted in the form of
a graph, so as to ; how at a glance the character of the
particular
test. Plates VIII and IX are representative grapas showing the
characteristic curves obtained, l^oth xor the sand and the gravel.
The curves obtained from the analysis of the sand were found
to
vary little, and in fact the sand was so uniform in quality that
it was only occasionally analysed, other than the taking of the
void test. But the gravel varied considerably, the two plates show-
ing plainly the two characteristic forms of curves obtained, that
in Plate IX being much the more frequent. This is seen to oe an
ogee curve, the average of w.iich would show less thaa thirty per
cent smaller than a quarter of an inch, aid less than sixty per
cent less thaa a half an inch. Greater percentages than these were
not considered desireable, but only one of the samples of which
the tests are shown was considered p.)or enough for rejection, this
one having more than fifty per cent less than a quarter of an inch
and nearly eighty per cent less than a half inch in diameter. No
hard and fast rule was set for acceptance or rejection, but when-
ever the tests gave curves that tended to lie towa-ds the top of
the graph, the material decider was notified that the material was
not running satisfactorily, and attempts were made to secure a
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larger size of gravel. It was only the difficulty in securing the
kind of materia-L wished in suf I'icient quantities to keep the v/ork
going without interruption that prompted the acceptance of aoiiie of
the material used, the main objection being the presence of lig-
nite rather than the gradation of the sizes, however.
It was determined at first that a one- two and a half-five raix
v/ould be t^ie most satisfactory for the materials at hand, and the
material hoppej?s leading to the concrete mixer were marked with a
permanent line to which th^y could be filled and give this mix. Lines
were also marked to Indicate the p 'int to v/ lich the hoppers were to
be fil±ed in order to give other mixtures, a one- two and a half-
four and a half mix being the mix most frequently used, on acc-junt
of the unusual fineness of the gravel previously noted. After an
analysis of the gr vel had been made, the inspector on the concret-
ing v/as notified v/hat mix to use for that particular b /rge of mat-
erial, and the loading of the hoppers was governed accordingly.
An inspector was in general charge of the con^^reting v.-henevor
it was in progress, on both day and night ;3hifte. After a gang had
been broken in to the loading of the hopj.;ers, the proper allowance
of water to give to a mix- this was regulated during the greater
part of the v/ork oy an automatic reservoir, that permitted j..i..t a
certain definite quantity to enter the mixer- and the length of time
to oe allowed in the mixer for each batch, it was not considered nec-
essary to watch the mixer continuously, and ocv.asional inspection
only v;as made of the process jf mixing. As a rule the inspector was
;no;jt concerned with the placing of the concrete, ana the greatest
of his dif^f iculties was the attempt to eliminate the lignite.
This lignite was sometimes as much as fiftc^en percent of the
total volume of the gravel. It v/as intended to reject anyt/iing over
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five per cent, but this r7;uld have occasioned frequent delays; and
as most of the \!or"A v/as mass vrork that did. not Bhow, excessive c^m-
vants of lignite were frequently pas£.ed. Naturally this affected the
strength of the concrete, as was shown by test b±ocKS that v/ere made
at intervals , and sent to the laboratory for strength tests. Samples
were ta::en during the pouring of the concrete, placed in cylindrical
moulds of sheet steel, hinged at the tide anu held ?rith a pin, to per-
mit easy removal, the moulds being also covered 'v7ith parafin. After
setting t- 'enty-f our hours in m_->ist air, and seven days in water,
the. samples were crated and shipped to the laboratory, v/hero they
were subjected to the customary tests. While all the results obtdn-
ed showed a very 1o\y strength, con. idering the large masses of tne
concrete and t'.ie relatively lov/ stresses, it waB not considered ad-
visable to pay the dif-'erence in price to secure a different grade
of material.
For the v/est approach pedestals, however, on v;hich a large am-
o ;nt of surface was exposed, the a .pearance of the work was consid-
ered a sufficient excuse for obtaining a cruai ed rock for the con-
crete aggregate, this being brought in by cars from a distance of
over» fifty miles, the expense being over tv/lce that of the river
gravel used on the major part of the v/ork. The cost of handling the
crushed rock v/as also also considerably greater. However, v^herever
the river gravel was on v.^ork with exposed r-urfaces, it was impossible
to keep all the lignite away from the face, and after a week or two
of exposure, es^.ecially in vrarm wea her, the lignite would expand
and burst out, making an unsightly hole from v/hich brovm streaks
would subsequently run down, as t"ie rain gradually dissolved the
lignite.
Two methods vrere used to minimize the effect of the lignite;
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the first vras tj pour the concrete excessively dry, and endeavor
to v-ork it v/ell along the forms, hoping thus to force the lignite
to the interior; the second vras to pour the concrete fairly wet
and puddle it continually, this forcing the lignite to tne surface,
it being lightei^ than the mixture, and txhe greater part of it cpuld
then be raked together and shoveled out of the form. The second
method v/as the most successful v.^hen carefully uon-:^, and re;.lly
got rid of mOL,t of the lignite, bu':. v/henever vigilence was relr^xed,
there was danger of a batch of concrete covori .g a pile o„ lignite
already gathered on the surface, and burying it in a pocket, whicxh
produced a more unsatisfactory result than .rj t ie first method. As
a matter of fiact, the only solution for t'.ie problem rnis a constant
and careful insp ctlon of the placing at all times.
As most of the concrete work vzas filling in the caisson and
backing the courses of masonry, there was very little form work to
be done. On the wing walls and abutments, however, as well as on
Pier V, the concrete pier, wood forms were used, constructed in
the usual manner. For these forms the center lines and elevations
were given by the engineers, and a general supervision was given
to insure adequate st' ength, and proper workmanship. The design of
the parapet wall and the adjacent retaining walls was made in the
office of the resident engineer, to fit the existing conaitions,
v/hich were somewhat unusual in that the space back of the parapet
wall was filled ground, and the wing walls had to be designed to
act both as beams to span this filled area, supported by tne an-
chor pier at one end and by solid earth at tae other, and also as
a wall to resist the pressure of the fill carrying tne tracK on uo-
the first span. To allow for some settlement of the v:ing walls un-
der these conditions, they were designed with an expanbion joint
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at the juncture of the walls with the parapet; this joint oeing re-
cessed and containing a lead connection plate to make the structure
water tight and prevent soiling the masonry below. The wisdom of
tnis provision was borne out by the subseqt»ent settlement of the
w ais and the opening of the joint lor about an incn in width at the
top, which would otherwise have caused a crack of considerable pro-
portions. No provision was made for the expansion or the main par-
apet wall, some ninety feet in length, enough reinforcement being
used along the face of tie pier to take care of the expansion aue
to temperature. The aec-ease in thickness of the walxs towards the
top was made in steps rather than by inclining tne rear wail, fol-
lowing the practice set by tae main office. This was also observed
in the design of the west abutment, wriere the wing v/alis we.« con-
structed long in advance of the fill, supported as cantilevers from
t:ie main aoutraent. These were much smaller tnan those on the ea^^t
abutment, as the latter held the fill lor tae lwo highway approach-
es as v/eli as that for tne douole railway track.
The forms for the pedes Lai oases for the thirty- eight ,;iers of
the vrest a pproach were constructed of wood, in the foriji of a trun-
cated prism approximately fourteen feet square and six feet in hei-
ght
.
They were solidly constructed, with two incn vertical siding
and eight Dy eight waling pieces, bolted at the four corners. These
forms were handled ss a unit by a locomotive crane, aoout eight of
them being provided for the entire work, which allowed roar to oe
..oured at one time. They were simply set on the bottom of tae ex-
cavation around the tops of tne piles, braced in position against
t.ie sides of the excavation, and filled with concrete to tne pro-
per height, v/hich was marked by driving a projecting nail on the
inside of the form for each location. As soon as the concrete had
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set suf i'iciently , the rorm was lifted by means of a sling around t,e
ends of the waling pieces, and carried to the next location. In a
few instances the bolts h-id to oe loosened to allow the form to lift
off readily, SDUt for the most part no difiiculty waiJ experienced,
and the scheme worked out very economically.
On the pedestals themselves, which were cylindrical, or more
strictly a truncated cone in form, steel forms we^'-e used, made of
a light s.ieet steel with circular ribs of .„n^les. These forms were
centered oy sus^jendlng a plumb bob from center marks on the top of
the lorra, over actual center scratches previously made on tne con-
crete base below, ana bringing the tvio in coincidence by ariving
v/ooden wedges unaer the sides, i-.he operation being very simple. As
it v/ciS impossible to remove theae forms as a unit after trie con-
crete had set, on acc unt of their height, tuey were cut in half
on a vertical section, the halves being handlea separately, and
bi'lted togetner in position. This proceedure also worked out very
economically, eight ror-ms oeixig used in ail, which permit tea the
pouring of four rorms v/hile the remaining four v/ere being removed
and reset.
The anchor bolts were suspended from a template su^jportea on
Liie top of the pedestal form, vmich placed them eaactly in position^
this po;->ixibn then oeing ..heckod v;ith tne transit ana tape, as pre-
viously described in the treatment of the instrument work, with the
satisfactory rt;sults noted.
After the inspection Ox the materials ana the forms for tne con-
crete, the inspection of the placing was comparaLively simple
matter, rcqairing some ailigence ana judgement, ana constant atten-
tion, out little actual work. Fnen pouring in floating caissons, it
was necessary to keep tne concrete at nearly the same level at all

times, in o "der to keep tue caisson jalanced. Trie caisson always
being below the mixer a confj-iderable distance, the sloioe of the
cxiutes was great enough to cause no difficulty irom tie tendency
to run tne concrete too wet, so that lltLie was reciuirua or tne
inspector. It was important, however, when filling the pockets oi'
tne caisson, to make sure that pouring waf. discontinued when tne
level or the co.icrete -vvas at tne center of a croso zim ,er, ratner
tha.i a snort distance below the ti:.ioer, so that it would not leave
a small space oeiov/ the timber into wnich tne concrete woula not
flov/ wnen concreting wa;-. resumed, 'ihir- was iiecessary m or>:^er to
-.void air pockets, aaa on account of the great n^Liber of cross tim-
bers, and the frequent changing of spouts, io requir^.u consider-
able vigiience. In baci^ing tho- masonry practic;.liy no inspection
was required, m rreezlng vreather, hov/ever, the water for ..lixing
tne concrete was heated, ..na care Wc,s taken to cover tavi concrete
immediately alter placing, oo avoid the possibility of freezing.
The v/orking chambers of the caissons on the main four piers
were sealed with concrete, of which nearly half was placed dry.
It was mixed dry in the mixer and locked into the caisson work-
ing chamber, where it was shoveled to the ends of tne caisson and
piled up to within four to six inches of tne roof. In the nioist
compressed air this concrete set rapidly, and the space between it
aiid the roof was then fi.lxed with dry concrete rammed in place. It
was thus made certain that over half of the roof area was supported
directly on the concrete filling. The remainder of the space was
then filled with wet concrete, and the shafts were also filled
with concrete to put a static head on the concrete below. The surge
caused by the f lling of the batch of concrete for the height of
from eighty to over a hundred feet forced it tightly against tlie

ceiling; and afterv/ard the filling of one shaft Ccused the concrete
to rise in tne other tihaft for a hei^jht of forty or fifty feet, the
shafts being about forty feet apart, Thtiis it was practically ass-
ured that the entire working chamber v^as tightly sealed. During the
process of packing the dry concrete, a rigid inspection was given,
since the work was difficult and was likely to be slighted by the
laborers, especially since the corapressed air v/orkers, or "s;ind-
hogs", are not over responsible. The air pressure was kept on the
lines for several hours after the sealing was completed, . and when
it was released the settlement v/as very slight.
On the pouring of walls and pedestals the chief difficulty v/as
in keeping the concrete the proper consistency, and seeing that tne
lignite was removed in so far as possible. To avoid horizontal
seams, the lifts were made as great as possible, and before the
next pour was made, the top surface was picked to remove laitance
and lignite, especially around the edges of the form, which were
picked down a distance of five or six inches to secure good mat-
erial for the next layer of concrete to join to. The lifts on the
walls and piers were made about twenty feet in height, any greater
height requiring excessive strength of forms, while tne pedestals
were poured in one lift in every case. The steel forms v/ere oiled
to permit easy removal, and should have given a v-.ry smooth ap-
pearance to the concrete surface, although it was imposoible to
pour the concrete dry enough to p'-event entirely the water marks
caused by v;ater separating out of the mixture and running down
the inside of the form. An inspector watched the pouring of every
pedestal, and the water was kept to a minimum, so that the result
was quite satisfactory. The uifflculty from water marks v/as never
experienced with the wood forms, which were v,et thowoughly before
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pottring so as to swell the lumber ^^nough to make a smooth surface,
which was nevert'ieless not so smooth as to allow the water to run
freely down the i':'rm and leave marks on the surface.
The crushed rock used on the west ap^^roach concrete work was
far more satisfactory than the gravel in the final appearance of
the surface, and helped out the gravel supply to a considerable ex-
tent. It also made the inspection a much easi..r matter. For the
majority of the work the mix approximated a one- two ana a half-five
mix, the only exception being the filling above the reinforced sec-
tion of the anchor pier, v;herri weight alone was needed, and where
the shortage of washed gravel prompt^:d the use of bar run material,
which contained varying proportions of sand and gravel. Mixed in the
proportion :;f one to six, however, it made a fair concrete, though
not bgc any means a uniform material.
Concrete piles
. --The concrete piles used on the west approach
viaduct were a special feature in themselves, requiring entirely
different treatment fro.a the remainaer (Df the concrete work. As a
rule in that locality, such piles were Cd.st in a regular manufac-
turing plant and shipped to the site of the v/ork; but v/ith the or-
ganization at hand the v;ork coald be aone more economically by cast-
ing them at the site than by shipping them in.
In all 1300 piles were required, thirty feet in length. The de-
sign of the piles was made by the resident engineer, after consider-
able study of practice both in this country and abroad. An octagon-
al shape was chosen, tapering from a diameter of sixteen inches at
the top to twelve inches at the toe, the top being flat and the toe
pointed^for longit- idinal reinforcement eight square bars, three-
quaters of an inch in diameter, the total area thus being 4.5 inches.
Since the average area of a section of the pile was 200 square inch-
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es, thia gave a percentage of 2.25 for longitudinal reinforcement.
These eight bars were tied together with a spiral reinforcement of
quarter inch wire, the pitch of tne spiral being approximately four
to the foot, which gives a value of .5 percent for the hoop rein-
forcement. The total reinforcemeJit was thus under three percent, the
greater proportion being in the longitudinal direction, on account
of the strain to which the pile would be subjected in handling. In
fact the reinforcement in chiefly necessary to withstand these
strain^, since the concrete itself possesses sufficient strength
when once in place for all the loads to which the piles would be
subjected, no bending stresses being present., On account of the
poor qu .lity of the gravel, a rather rich mix v/as used, a one- two
three mix, which compensated for the excessive amount of lignite
which could not be avoided.
The device for preparing the reinforcement consisted of a 4 inch
pipe the length og the pile, to v/hich were attached supports to
hold t le eight longitudinal bars in a rigid position. The pipe it-
self was supported on 3earings, and was proviued with a handle xor
rotating it. The wire was then attached to one end and fed on to
the rotating spool, the only care requir^;d being to keep the spac-
ing c.rrect, and to tie the wire to the oars at r-;^gular intervals.
When the cage v^as completely wound and tied, the clamps which held
the bars v/ere loosened, and the interior pipe withdrawn, leaving
the cage a tight unit which could be c mveniently lifted about and
placed in the forms. All of these operations were performed by in-
experienced labor at a minimum cost, the output averaging about
fourteen cages a day.
The forms for casting the piles were constructed of v/ood, in
three longitudinal pieces, which when set up were held by wooden
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clamps, wedged ti.^ht against spacers at the top. The ends of the
form were closed with a hollowed out block at the foot to provide a
point and with a flat piece with moulding to form a chaiapfered edge
on the flat top at the head. Fifty forms in all were used, with
tv.'ice as many bottoms, so that the sides could be removed and set
up on the reserve bottoms without disturbing the pile for several
days. The piles were then rolled over and the bottoms also released,
these fifty forme served for the entire job, being overhauled and
repaired twice; which meant that each form was used on the average
over tw enty-five times.
As a rule fifty piles were poured at a time, and pourings came
about every three or four days. It was necessary to have enough
reinforcement cages wound and on hand so as not to cause delu,y in
pouring the piles, a .d it \;as necesaary to plan to have tne piles
cast in such an amount that they could set thirty days before re-
quired for driving. The progress diagram Plate X shows how this was
carried out. There were always enough cages on hand for the work,
and only near the very end of tne work was there any danger of a
shortage of thirty day piles for driving.
The forms were assembled for casting on the loading dock on
the west bank, here they were accessible from the river mixer.
They were handled usually oy a locomotive crane, vrhicn also Drought
out anu placed the wire cages. The pouring wa^ done mostly at one
point, the concrete being soft enough to .ilow the length of the
pile, so that oriiy t e top few inches had to oe filled by hand. Ex-
treme cure was tak .n to see that the concrete flowed evenly around
uii^ rriinrorcement,and that no pockets or large stones were left.
Since the yardage was small, the actual time spent in pouring was
very short, after all preparations had been made.
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A practice wa^ made of keeping the piles on the oottom forms lor
tv,'o days after casting, though the side forms were removed as soon
as the concrete had set sufficiently to stand up. The time elapsing
before thoy could be handled to storage varied greatly vi^ith the
weather and other conditions, and sometimes they were picked up v/ith
wire slings, suxoporting them at two points, in less than five days
after pouring. They were then stacked in i:)iles to set the required
thirty days, and during the hot v/eather they were thonoughly v/et
down every day. Only one pile broke in handling, that one being drop-
ped by accident, and cricked clear through the section. All of the
piles showed hair cracks on the ten^-^ion side when they were picked
up, but none of them were of any consequence. Seven extra piles v/ere
cast, four of which were used to replace piles broken in uriving,
so that at the end only tv;o remained.
The piles were drivon with a steam hammer, a Vulcan #2. The
driver was set on rollers of steel pipe,v7hich were supported on
long timbers laid along t:ie edge of the excavation, which was made
to the top of the final elevation before the driving was started.
The driver was then easily moved back and forth across the excavated
hole until all sixteen piles were driven. It was thus necessary to
use a follower on all of t.ie driving, and r.o drive the piles to tne
proper elaevation it usual to mark the follower opposite a similar
mark on the leads to vvhich the follower should be driven to leave
the top of the pile at the correct height.
A wire rope sling was used to pick up tne piles, the same as
is used with timber piles, and t :e piles showed an elasticity when
being pulled up, at which time they were supported unly at the t'.vo
ends and subjected to considerable impact at the same time, that
proved equal to all strains to v/hich they v/ere subjected. Once in
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the leads, their weight carried them usual j-y a third to a half of
their length into the ground v/ithout any driving, but after that
considerable difficulty was experienced. The ground was a mixture
of ri^er sand ana silt, very unevenly distributed, so that when the
silt was encountered the piles sank readily, and -.vhen sand was met
with almost no progress could be made. After some experimenting it
was found necessary to use a water jet to ;ijlp drive the jiies when-
ever sand was struck, ana although there were some misgivings as to
the strength of the piles thus driven, tests showed that this pro-
ceedure was entirely safe.
Three tests were made on concrete piles ariven Dotn with and
without the jet, the results snowing on the graph or loads ana set-
tlements, Plate XI. These tests were :riade oy building a platform
on top or the pile, constructed or timbers and p]aanking,with a space
lert exactly at the center just large enough to ailow a level rod
to pass through and. rest directly on the top of tne pile itself.
The platform v/as then loaded with sacks of cement, cars beixig taken
to preserve perrect balance during the loading, by observing the
pressure on wedges which supported the sides or tne platform until
the load had been placed. I'he loads were made in increments of five
tons each, and readings weru taken with each increment, allowing
several hours before the next increment was placed to let the ef-
fect of time on the settlement have its full influence. The read-
ings were read with a level at a convenient distance, with all tne
customary precautions for accuracy.
.-aS shown in the plate, the test marked //3 , of an unjetted pile,
gave a very good result, the settlement under thirty tons being
hardly an eight of an incn at lirst, although resting over night
brought a slight additional settlement. This pile required fifty-
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four blows of the hammer for the last foot of driving, or less than
a quarter of an inch per Dlow; the drivinr^ had been very slow dur-
ing the last few feet preceeding, also, so that the time required
to drive ail tne piles without the jet vrould have oeen alaost pro-
hibitive.
Tests #1 and #2 shov/ the results ootainea. with jllos jetted to
position, tested immediately aftei^ being driven. Up to twenty tons,
the settlement v^as very small, a little over s.n eighth of an inch,
but from that point tne settlement oecame increasingly rapid, and
with a load of tnirty tons, continued after the load was placed,
vjithout further increase in load. This of course practically con-
stitutes a failure at thirty tons, caused oy t.:e loosening of txhe
earth ao.^ut tne pile during the ^tting. These piles were both jet-
ted v/ith little use or the hamner, about eighty diov;s oeing given
for the last five feet, an average or a little le^s tnan an inch
per blow.
Of course tne iCngineering News formula for tne bearing value
of piles, which is P = 2\Th. for a sr,eam hammer, is scarcely appli-
s-f-'.l
cable for use with piles that are jetted as were those in tne last
two tests; but to employ it for the hammer used v/oula give a safe
value of about ten tons. For the pile in test ff^ it givos a value
of about tnirty tons, whicn may be assumed as not far from correct.
In sandy material, hovrever, the efrects of jetting dissappear after
a sufi'icient time has elapsed, as is well imov/n from experience,
and as was proved on this work by the endeavor to start moving again
a jetted pile that had been left to set for some time; in many in-
stances it was found imposK^ible to budge it agiin v.'-itnout the use
of tne jet. Hence it may be assumed that as a matter of fact the
jeoted piles Avould also nave carried thirty tons with safety by tne

time tJriat trie .oncrete pouestai was placed, on tiiem. iiov/ever, to je
Oil tne safe side, tiie policy w..s adopted of Jesting the piles only
to witnin tne last two rest, and then driving them until they
brought up v/ith a final penetr^ition of about a quarter of an inch.
This policy v/orked out very V7el± from a practical standpoint,
ana although it, v:as necessary to use the jet on the great majority
of the ;iies, only a very rew v/ere driven below the proper eleva-
tion oefore brixiging up witn tne proper penetration, the proper
judgement having been used as to trie correct tima to v/ithdraw the
jet. Some of trie piles v/ere .eft above elevation, since it made
little difference lOw mch of the pile projected into the base,
and since to have started the jet again "vould have loosened it too
much, and to have continued driving v/ould have taken a.i unv/arrant-
ed a,nount of time, or damaged the pile.
It was found that the heads of the piles crushed rathor easily
under the concussion of the hammer, there being no provision in
the .lie itself to reinforce the head for this. The rei/iforcement
of the pile ranto v:ithin tvro or thr.-e inches of the surface of the
head, aiu;. vuen the concrete had crumbled to this point, the steel
oent under the ha :i:;ier and cracked the c >ncrete further, unti 1 e-
nough of the steel v/as exposed to form a .aat of three or four inoh-
:is i.i thickness after being crushed do^>7n. Vrnile this did not im-
pair the strength of the pile to ;;ny extent, it caused some trouble
in driving,
. ncl to p event it many expedients ^.vere tri^d, ~.'ith
varying ;uccess, A rope cushion was found to be of some use, but
it was finally found that a soft pine block, about six inches square
placed on top of txie concrete pile offered better protection tnan
anyt/iing else. This block crushed easily under the hammer, but in
doing so absorbed the shock, and saved the pile. About an average
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of one block to the pile wac found to be sufficient, sorae piles re-
quiring more and some less; the blocks being inexpeniiive , and a
stack of the-n being tept in readiness. It was found that as a rule
the piles poured on the sarae day were similar as to the tendency
to crush, being either all tough or all cru.nbling readily; t.:is v.as
eviuontly due to s .nie variation either in the materials or the hand-
ling of the casting of the piles, or perhaps to the v/eather con-
ditions, but although careful rocordb were kept of all operations,
no generalization could be made as to the exact cause.
Although no :iiles v;ere broken above ground in the process of
driving, four v/ere broken below ground under tho blows of the hammer
at about the raid p.^int, due to excessive resistance. Since it was
difficult to v/ithdraw the portion above the break on account of .he
resistance of the re ' nforcement , the pile v/as simply driven on dov.n
at \7hatever angle it tjok and the top concreted into tne base, a
new pile being driven to replace the ^Id. The results of t-ie en-
tire process were considered very satisfactory, and tne cocts,
given in detail in part X, ..ere very reasonable,
4. Q-ranite masonry-- perhaps the most interesting of all t ie sub-
structure inspection was that of the granite masonry, since it
involved both careful planning and coordination of effort, Each
block of granite required detailing for its particular position
in the pier; each piece was carefully inspected by the inspec-
tor stationed at the quarry, and in addition a field inspection
both on delivery and on placing was most rigid.
Plans for each course of masonry were prepared by the con-
tractor from line drawings furnished by the engineers, supplement-
ed by measurements of work in place taken during the inking of
the caissons. These plans v;ere checked and approved by the r^sid-
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ent en-jineer, and forwarded to the quarry sufriciently in advance
of the cutting to enalDle the work to progress vzithout Interruption.
The firvSt dozen o-'^ more courses were detailed on a i^tandard plan,
Y/ith the dimensions of the base compTlted fron the theoretical
elevation of the bottom and the desired size at the top, vfilh
a uniform batter. The rise of these courses was uniform at three
fe^t, while the rise of the courses near t le top of the pier was
as low as two feet, the intermediate course rises varying accord-
ingly. The starling courses and the coping were als j made on
a standard plan, accordin
,
to the size of the pier, but of course
it was necessary to know the exact elevation of the bottom course
before all the intermediate courses could be detailed. As soon
as a pier reached its final elavation, therefore, the heights were
v7orked out so as to grade the rises between the bottom and the
starling course, and the dimensions of each stone varied accord-
ingly so as to give a.iiforiri bather.
On the plan tsao'i soone v/a?.- narked with the number of the
pier, the course, and the position in the course. The inspector at
the quarry, vhich was at Stone I.Ioi^tain, G-eprgia, watched the
q larrying of ach stone, and after it v/as cut to dimension, check-
ed the marking and loading of the blocks, sending reports of each
shipment, showing the marks and measurements of each jlock and
the computed volume of the same, to the resident engineer. This
Inir.pector was expected to reject any blocks not suitable for
e>"ectio:i in the pier, and slIbj to so plan the vvork as to snip in
regular order the stones needed by courses in the piers under
construction, to avoid as much as possible delp.ys in sorting and
placing the granite.
Shipment was made either in gondolas or flat c rs, care be-

ins necessary to bloc;-: the stones carefully, to present shifting;
about in the cars and consequent daraa^^e. As soon as a car was re-
ceived at the site, a check laeasure-ient was taken on each otone,
without reference to the r-port of the quarr-y inspector; the
niarkin.j; v;ao freshened where necessary, and the blocks unloaded
by an overhead travellin^j crane into the storage yard, being
sorted into courses for each pier durin^s the process, Froia the
measurements taken before unloading the volume of the granite was
computyd for purposes of paynent, being checked against the
report of tie quarry inspector. For purposes of coiaputati n it
v/as best to measure the stones in feet and tenths ;f a foot,
varying thus frora the ciuarry methoc. of measuring in feet and in-
ches, and expressing the volume in cubic feet and tv/elths of a
foot remaining. The total variation of the results obtaiiied at
the site and at the quarry v;as only a fraction of a per cent.
The actual face raeosureLients taken on each stone were narked
on the plan, to show the variation from the plan dimensions,
and the whole v/as recomputed for each course, to find the actual
thickness of joint required for the stones as finally furnished.
Thih refinement V7as not necessary for all co -.rses, but served to
facilitate setting whenever a stone varied somewhat from the plan
dimension,
V/it;i all these safeguards, the actual setting of the masonry
Occasioned very little difficulty, ^he stones being separated by
courses, they could be easily run out and loaded on barges, a
half a course to a barge, and v^ere picked up from the barge by
a floating derrick, and handled directly to their proper position
in the pier. Very seldom v;as any cutting or chi j.>ing necessary,
each course requirin but an hour or tv/o to set, and t ien being
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backed with concrete from the float ins plant. The top courses
were £;et V7ith a derrick having a V7ooden boom 114 fe.t in length,
a rather novel piece of equipment, which was raoot :..atisfator^r in
operation.
In backing the first three courses of masonry, ste-l bars
one and one half inches in diameter were laid in the form of a mat
in the concrete backing, in order to tie the course together
firmly, arid t;ike any tension that might be caused by bending or
t'"isting of the pier. The same proceedure was followed for each
succeeding seventh course, and v^hile this by no means gave a rein-
forced concrete s',i-ucturo, it would naturally add greatly to the
strength of the pier. $he top six courses were backed with granite
block:; instead of with concrete, in ord.r to give added strength
under the bridge seats.
An inspector watched the setting of the msonry constantly,
and the dimensions )f the pier were checked up at frec-ue .t inter-
vals. During the sinking of the caisson, the masonry w;:s carri.;d
up by squaring from the top of the caisson, but as soon as the final
elevation h,ad be n reached, the v;ork was leveled as rapidly as
posi-ible and kept plumb thereafter. It was also brought to line
from this point, while during the sinking it was necessary to keep
it centered on the cais;>on rather than on the brid ;e line.
Each tiae th.it a cour: e of masonry was trammed, a location card
was given the foreman, showing the amount that each shoulder and
nose was out of level and position, and the direction in which the
succeeding stone should be moved in order to true the 'oier. While
sinking the pier v^as trammed for each course, on account of the
difficulty in keeping a course square while out of x^li-ti^i'o; but after-
sealing it yr-.c^ necesi:,ary to t^rin but every thir::. course, the fore?

man usually keeplnrj; lines easily v/ith a masons level.
A most secure oond was obtained by the alter .ate headers and
stretchers, each header extending three feet into the interior of
the pier. All of the stones v/ere left v;itn rock face, except tiae
upstream side of the starlln.'j course, w.iich w..s fine cut, and of
course trie coping. The njses of the piers were laid out as arcs
of a circle, so that tram ling the coarse v.-a.: a mo;.t simple matter.
This also simplified the makin;j of plans from the work that would
hc.ve been involved in the use of a parabolic curve for the nose,
and in fact the o .ly complicated stones in the entire pier were
tne starling nose stones.
After the coping course had been set and pointed, a space
was laid out under each pe^.estal , which was jush hammered to a
plane which Y/as within a sixty-fourth of a inch of level, a very
painstaking and expensive process. This was considered necessary
in order to avoid any strains in the cast steel shoes, with the
great concentration of bearing stress involved. It was not con-
sidered absolutely necessary to bring both oases on a pier to ex-
actly the same level, but each base was brought to an exact plane
separately, by laying off bench marks accurately over tne entire
surface, and bush hammering betwoun these squ;:.res, checking the
level with a steol straight-edge some eight feet long. After-
ward the entire surface was checked v/ith the engineers level to
make sure that their was no variation greater than a thousandth of
a foot.
On the whole the inspection anu supervision of the granite
masonry was most satisfactory, and the results obtained fully
justified the attention that was given to this part of the v/ork.
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V. Records and Reports.
1. Diary and photor^raphs - In connection with the supervision of
the construction of the bridge, almost eoaal in iraportimce Lo the
field w'or'A of surveys and location, and the inspection of con-
struction, is the office work of making records ad reports. Not
the least of this office work is the maintaining of records of
progress, which on this project v/as satisfactorily kept by means
of a ciiary and by progress photographs.
The diary v/as kept in the .orm of loose leaf book, for v/-iich
a special form of page was printed, which could be fi.uled out on
a typewriter and filed in the jook at the end of each days work.
The form was such as could be easily billed in in a few mom..nts
time, and was faithfully kept up during the entire substructure
construction, a page for each day, regardless of the amount of
work.
On this record wat, kept tne stage of the river, the amount
that each caisson had been sunk during the lact twenty-iour hours
and the elevation reached, the hei,;;ht to whion each pier had
been brought and the am.oLmt of masonry set, as welx as the an ount
of timber framed and of concrete poured, and a.;.! other work under
pper-ation, vfith the force that was on each particular piece of
work. Thus the diary proved very useful not only in preparing
permanent records, and in segregating costs of different parts of
the work, but also in making estimates of what could be done in
a certain length of time, and the force necessary to use in this
operat Ion.
A far more interef.;t ing record of progress was kept by means
of photographs. For this work a five by seven camera was used,
vrith a high grade anastigmat ic; lens, so that good -oictures could
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be obtained almost regardless of v/eather conditions. As a rule it
v/as planned to take an ave-^age of at least one photograph a day,
and during interesting parts of the c .ns^.ruction a much larger
number. Plates v:ere found to give fr.r better results than films
for this w^rk, a.nd it vms also found rn.ore satisfactory to letter
the plates and make the prints on the work, although the develop-
ing of the plates r-as done by a coiae^'^cial photographer. title
was given to each "ohotograph, showing the stage of progress and
the pier number or other work r.hown, the title being x)riated
directly on the plate with India ink, or else, as was found sone-
v/hat mo^'e satisfactory, printed on a piece of transparant paper
nd pasted on the plate.
By keeping all progress photographs on file in consecutive
orcier, a most coa.;lete record of progress v/as always at hand.
Prints were also fon./arded to the main of j. ice v.eekly, thtiis fur-
nishing most complete information as the vrork progressed as to
the exact work under way and the status on each day. The entire
expense of this record was almost negligible compared to the
satisfaction '.erived from t'le results.
2. 'Weekly re ports and Tqanning . In adu.it ion to the diary and
the progress photographs, a w.:.ekly report of progress was made
each week by the resident engiiiec-r and Lent in to the main of-
fice. This report embodied t'le main features of the progress
durin~, the week, ?/ith special comment on ^ooints of interest, cali-
ing atoention to sny features on wliich action would be required.
Plans for the coming weok we^^e t^ien outlined, ba,sed on previ us
progres;^ and the engineers judgement of the importance of suc-
ceeding steps. This report served the double purpose of inform-
in3 the en;';ineer in c^iar -e of an^r details on v/'iieh his advice or
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cooperation would be neceasary, and also of checking up the de-
tails with relation to the general plan for the date of coniple-
tion.
In making such plans, there ^na.p alwaj^s the very best coor-
dination of effort and ideas betvreen the contractors and the
engineers, frequent conferences being held in order to assure
the best interests of both parties. A great deal of tie success
of the v.-ork as regards both lov/ costs and rapid progress was due
to the harmony of this relation, for by discussing the ideas of
both the engineer and contractor, all friction waf- avoid.ed, and
details were planned v/hich frequently led to expedition of the
vork, anLL resulted also in saving of laljor.
3. Progresb charts and records . In keeping a record of the pro-
gress in sinking the cais.ons, perhaps the most simple and at
the same time raost accurate method is illustrated by the progress
chart shown at the top of plate XII. This diagram was laid out
in the form of a g'^aph, with the horizont^.l distances representing
the days elapsed in the construction, and the verticil distcinces
representing the depths to which the caissons v;ere sunk, '^'he
position of the cais^ion was then entered on the graph daily, thus
showing at a glance the exict position of the cutting edge, the
distance still to go, and the r .te of progress. By plotting the
stage of the river on the same g^'aph daily, it was also possible
to show trie distance of the cutting edge below the river level,
thus indi5?ating the air pressure that it was necessary to carry.
This diagram thms showed at all times the exact stage of progress
on the sinking of all piers, and when complete it g:.-.ve an acour.'.te
record of t:ie rate of progress maintained, in a graphical form
-!^!ii2!lJE.^^ ^ comjarison of the rates of orop;ross on the different
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caiGsorivS a very easy matter. It ^ilso indic-.ted the difference in
rate of sinking through diff-arent otrata, by the slope of the pro-
gress line, and made posBible a prediction as to future rat-s of
sinking. As can be seen, four of the caissons v^ere .;:Uxik within
the first six iionths of vork, while the last caisson, after an
interval of nearly four rnontas, r^^quired two months to sixik.
On arriving in Memphis at the start of the work, the engineers
found that the only record of the stage of the river during past
years was in the form of printed reports of the U.S.Vieather Bureau,
which were in a cumbersome form which made study of river stages
exceedingly difficult. In order to assemble this data in a lorm
advantageous for use, the records for the past six years were
plott d in graphical form, as shown in the diagram at the bottom
of plate XII. In this form not only the stage of the river at
any time of the year was shov-^n, but also the rate at which the
river rose and fell. ?his was particularly useful in predicting
the rate of change to be expected during any rise, and also the
probability of the stage at any time of the year. It aan be seen
that although the variationr:- from the average are a,t some times
great, yet the gebe ral curve of the stage throu_:,hout the year
is f^.irly mniform.
By plotting .similar diagrams for points avove Memphis on the
river, it might have been i^o^.sible to have det rmined the rate
of rise or fall to be expected there at any sta.ge following a
known rate of change at point?:, above; luit thit study Yf;£ never
madt , anc the Tiredictin/ .; of the v/eather bureau for the change
in the river, based on the opinion of the government ofJ.'icial,
were relied on in planning viork on v/hich it was necessary to con-
sider the variation of the river.
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4. Sinklnr; sheet - In addition to t:ie chart of sinkin^^ pro^re. B and
the river suage chart discribed above, a raost important Torra oT
record of sinking v^as ke-j^t in the shape of a slnkin.-^ sheet, il-
ustrr ted in plate XIII. Thi,: plate shov/s the form of sinking
sheet kept for caisson II, and similar sheets v/ere kept for each
<?t the piers. As can be readily/ seen, this sheet j^ave practically
all the ent^ineering data necej.sary for a complete analysis of the
the condition of the cais. on at any time.
The elevations of the cuttii- edge, that of the sand about the
caisbon, and the st?.ge of the river, v/ere deterriined by daily ob-
servation, as previously explained, and entry made on the sinking
sheet, which v/a.-> posted for convenient reference. The difference
betv/een the average elevation of the cutting edge and the elev-
ation of the riV'jr gave the depth of iraraersion, from v/hich the
calculated air pressure i:.i obtained by multiplying by the con-
stant .434 , against v;hich the indic: ted pres.^ure, as shovrn by the
pressure gauge, was checked. The veight of the caisson was cal-
cul;ited ^or each position, the calculation in/olving the deter-
mining of the v/eight of e-^ch bolt and piece of injn enteriu^ into
the construction, as well as the v/eight of the concrete, timber,
and gr aite masonry for each height of the pier.
The reaction due to the air i^ressure, obtained by multiply-
ing th:.' calculated air pressure by the area of the bottom of the
caisson, amounts, of course, to the same thing as the bouyancy
of the caisson, and this subtracted from the total weight of the
caisson at that time gives the net weight supported by actual con-
tact of the caisson witli the earth. This net weight divided by the
surface in contact, obtained by multiplying the perimeter by the
average penetration, -;ives the figure shown on the last column of
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the sinking sheet, designated " average weight expor.ed to rrictlon,
pounds, per square foot". This fi.^ure is a very important index of
the condition of the c-.isson, for by it could be determined the
care necessary in handling the caisi-on. '-^'he skin friction could
be depended upon to carry fron 500 to inoo pounds per square foot;
hence v'hen the average -eight exposed to friction was in t'le iieigh-
borhood of 1000 pounds, trie caisson ' ould settle slowly, -^ad little
pressure was carried by the cutting edge. Indeed, the friction was
at times so grej,t that the pressure had to be reduced consider-
ably before the caisson v/ould sink at all. When the weight exposed
to friction became hip;h, however, it meant that raol7e of the weight
must be car-'ied on the cutting edge or cross timbers, axid more
care had to be taken in digging under them. Thus at times during
the sinking whe.i the wc-ight ex osed to friction was high, the cais-
would cut through even heavy blocking placed under t'lo timbers.
Naturally the kee;)ing of the sinking sheet involves con-
siderable time and effort, but if entries are made promptly each
ua,y it is much less trouble than -/auld be thoujht, ana the re-
cord i.i in L-o complete and convenient a form as to make it verji
orth while'. On all five caissons the sheets were frequently
consulted to find the condition of the cai;oon;>, and in their
final ..'orra they constitute a valuable record.
5. Record drav/ings - During the entire period of substructure con-
,
struction, accurate records were kept of all deviations of the
actual construction from the plans, bot'i as regards changes in
details, and as to actual dimensions which differed from the plan,
in order to have sufx^icient data for the record drawings. These
record drawings were prepared primarily for use in the engi-:eers
report
,
typical she.^ts of '-r-ich are shOT7n on plates XIV, XV, and ^CVI.
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For this v/ork a clraftsraan Trac engased duriri.j practically tho
entire const:-uction period, drav/in^ up plates of the piers ana other
parts of the construction from data ^iven him by the engineers
as the vrork progressed. In this way there was no chance for error
in making the record dravring, and indeed so lauch carfc v/as taken
to insure correct details, that the dimensions of each piece of
granite was plotted in position to sealc-. The drawings of the
piers also shov/ed the oxact framing of the caiscons , and also in-
dicated t'le character oi the strata through v^hich the aiibsons
had been rrunk. One of these plates vias drawn for each pier, and
also for the tv:o abutments
,
plate ^I, the upper drawing showixig
the anchor pier, '.'-ith the means for anchoring the arm of the
cantilever, and the lower drawing showing the abutment against
which the fill was later made on the Arkansas side. It can be seen
that this form of record w n nparatively ejipensive of time, but
the results obtained repaid the effort, in the very effective pre-
sentation made possible in the engineers report .
^' GoQt, analysis .-.nd accounting - The substructure being a percent-
age contract, the keeping of costs was one of tie inportant func-
tions of the engineer; for in order to laake up monthly estimates
for payment it was necessary to check and approve ail bills and
payrolls. Each receipted bill was made out in duplicate, and after
being checked by the resident enginner as to quantity and receipt
of material, as --ell as to price of mfiterial, it v/as stayipted with
his approval and turned over to the auditor, to be included in
the monthly voucher. Payrolls were likewise checked and approved
by th.e resid-nt engineer , before being passed for payment.
In addition to checking for payments, it Has necessary to
distribute each item of cost in accordance with th classification

of the interstate corar.ierce comraission. ThlQ entailed a division
of all accounts betv7een the piers and approaches, as well as a
division taet'-een amounts expended on the Arkansas and Tennessee
side of the river. The latter division was of ittle use, thou-h
fairly siaple, out the division of costs betwe.^n the various piers
made possible an intei'esting analysis of costs, although it re-
quired a conr.iderable amount of accounting. Since payroll sheets
for each pier v/ere kept separate, the division of labor costs was
easy, a.-d it was also faitly easy to keep accoj.nt of the costs of
material entering into different parts of the work. For some of
the material
,
such as -granite, the cost couli be divided in pro-
portion to the qu;intities used in wach part with litt.le uiff i ul-
ty. But the division of overhead charges was necessarily more
difi'icult to make correctly, and required f .e exercise of con-
sid-r^raole judgement; while the division of the costs of the mat
work aiid channel and bank protection was most arbitrary.
After the completion of the work, w ;oa all the costs were
known, statements were. made up of unit costs on the v;ork, based
on actual quantities entering into the constructio i, and the costs
as subuivi .ed for the final account iiig. *ne rol.LOwinr pr.j^es show
these un^t and total costs on each pier and on the west ap^)roach,
as v/orked out on this basis. The unit prices shown are the actual
costs of the ^.vork vrithout overhead or profit, the latter fij^ure
being added to the total cost o ; the pier, based (bn the distri-
jj.tion made by the auditor in c ..nsultation v;ith the engineer. The
cost of the mat v/ork is tilso given v.'ithout overhead charges, the
total ;:iat costs being divided between the two piers and the super-
structure, as indicated. The sum lary of costs given on page 33 is
in accordance with th auditors f igur.^-s on J;.nuary 1.

Cost of Anoho ra; >;e Pier .
Excavation 572? cix.yds 1.009
3acki"lll
Cofferdam
Construction plant, derrick's , ^tc
CONCRETE
Material 0634 .u.yd. © 2.315 7^j56.03
Labor V " " 0.827 2213.75
General " " " 1.309 2513.56
Concrete forms 10215 SQ,.?T @ 0.145
Reinforcement 72420 © 1.830
GRANITE
Plain 04.70
Dres; (id
Mort .r If
SettinG 134.32
General
It39.62
ti
II II
cu.yd. Q 21.60 2045.55
© 31.00 2773.22
a 5.37 64.45
© 3.396 625.90
@ 2.373 530.47
$ 5777.00
1058.30
7363.51
2114.09
13238.19
1435.73
1525.13
Derricks for masonry
Concreting eyebars
Grading and ripraiDping bank
0ve--"head and profit ( 4;^ of total overhead)
6044.59
741.90
"401.00
5230.00
$ 4-i863.44
13241.25
TOTAL 53104.69
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Cost of Pier I.
CAISSON
Timoer 705673 3.M. @ 25.007 17647.58
x^raminp. " . 15.415 103-^7.30
9651.34
2309.53
Mod iTiaterlal
Plant and eciuipmcnt
JilXCAVATIOi'J
Clearing site 520.50
Dry excav. S492.44 d 01. 199 . 2989 . 6'5
Sinking 6530.37 " "3.31921677.49
G0iIC:"LSTi5 -""'"''orkin^ chamber
Ilaterial 593 cu yd (B 2.526 ISl^^.SS
Labor " " 2.479 1432.60
aeneral " " 1.309 732.73
GONCRET Avove do-ck
'-laterial 4361 cu yd ® 2.732 11912.73
Labor " " 0.2j'6 12 ••^9.35
G-eneral 1.309 5 703..55
Reinforcement 15333.3 // G 1.64
GRiVNITE
Plain 1712.60 cu vd Q21.60 36399.27
Dressed 73.65 " 3i.00 2283.15
Setting 1736.25 " 4.432 7917.78
Busjilfiamaerin J coping 979 . 70
Steel in shaft 10434 // Q 2.85
i'fortar and mscl 174 cu yd 2 4.70
CONCRETE- In shaft
Material 1991 cu yd 2.439 4976.07
^;abor " 0.416 830.05
General " 1.309 2606.22
Overhead and profit ( 7;» of total overhead)
^ 40436.25
25137.64
3776.23
18910.63
251.47
48079.90
298.34
330 . 94
8412.34
^^146234. 24
23799.84
TOTA-j 1750->4.03

. .„ , .
Cost of Pier II.
CAISSON
Timber 93i068 B.M. C
Framing "
Ma o 1 TTia t. e r 1 al
Plant and eCiUipment
5 25.6
21.97
23366.62
20455.40
15973.37
14117.36 ^ 74418.25
EXCAVATION
Sinking 7247 CUYD ©
snd biss Q.117
5.023
3389.40
43644.20 47033.60
Re;novinj; cofferdam 419.25
CONCRETE- Workiig chamber
Material 705 cu yd 3.033
Labor " " 4.208
General " " 1.3^9
2141.90
29->6.60
923.85 6031.35
CONCRETE- Avove deck
Material 3850 cu yd
Labor " "
General " "
@ 2.4,'"5
0.420
1.309
14135.90
1616.60
5039.65 20842.15
Reinforcement 17660 if S 1.64 315.63
GRANITE
Plain 2737.17 cu yd
Dressed ?3.65 " "
Settinj32810.82 " "
3uKhha:aiTi.: rin3 cop ins
@ St. 61
31.00
4.299
53955.13
2283.15
11883,49
994.14 74115.91
Steel in shaft 96400 # ^ 1.346
Mscl material , uiot?tar , etc
• 1779.11
1440.00 3219.11
CONCRETE- In s.iaft
Llaterial 3620 cu yd
Labor " " "
General " "
3 2.036
0.465
1 . 309
7370.62
1632.75
4753.53 13791.95
5 240187.20
Proportion of cost of mat protection 14100 . 00
Overhead and profit ( 27,1 fo total ovarhea.d) 91229.47
TOTAL 345516.67
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Cost of Pier III.
CAISSON
Ti.nber 321206 3.H. ® 25.691
Pramins " 20.44
MrpI ma tpT* 1 1
^lant and equipment
$ 21093.30
16785.46
15 523 73
11284.44 64696.43
Dfedf^inr* site
Sinking 10432 cu yd 9 40.057
32.27
41790.32 41323.09
CONCRETE-'^orkin^ chamber
:'aterlal 737 cu yd 2.991
Labor " " 3 265
G-eneral " " 1.309
2263.97
2472 .05
990.91 5726.93
CONCRETE -Avove deck
Material 3336 cu yd ^ 2.696
T.abor " " 550
General " " 1.309
9993.65
2142 40
5021.32 17162.37
Reinforeement 10051 § @ .0225 449.25
GRANITE
Plain 2840.79 Su vd 21.60
Dresbed 73.65 " 31.00
Settins2914.44 " 4.795
Mscl material
61230.16
2283.15
13336.01
933 . 05
41.92 78374.29
Mortar 261 cu yd Q 5.356 1393.08
Steel in shaft 96400 # % 1.346 1878.45
CONCRETE -In shaft
Material 3755 cu yd % 2.637
T nViny " 4-71
General " " 1.309
10091 . 73
1568 00
4915.30 16575.03
1(^228034. 4:2
Overhead and profit ( 34,^ of total overhead) 99521.76
Proportion of cost of mat protection 37015.43
TOT/iL 364621.61
I

Cost of Pier IV.
CAISSON
Timber 561127 3.M. @ 25.059
Framing " 16 . 36
• Mscl material
Plant and equipment
$14062 . 50
9134.60
1267.67
8849.63
EXCAVATION
Clearing site 561.34
Dry excavation 348.3 cu yd 1.715 597.40
Sinking 64!^1.03 " 2.845 18271.14
GONCRETE-Working chamber
Material 319 cu yd ^3 2.677
Labor " " 2.451
General " " 1.309
CONCRETE- Avove deck
Material 3^73.0 cu yd Q 2.604
Labor " " .279
General " " 1.309
aRiiNITE
Plain I72n.29 cu yd Q 21.60
Dres,...ed 50.35 " 31.00
Setting 1770.64 " 4.694
Bushha;'i:;ier ing c Oiling
Mortar 205 cu yd G 4.655
Steel in shaft «39-oo// Q .0:?r>6
Mscl material
CONCRETE- In ohaft
Material 1425 cu yd © 2.501
Labor " " 0.525
General " " 1.309
2191.94
2no7.65
1052.07
3804.53
9-x^.l5
4415.26
37112.94
1560,85
3310.50
3563.67
749.50
1865.53
Overhead and profit ( 11;^^ of total overhead)
33364.39
19429.88
5251.66
14241.99
46934.29
275.90
954.31
805.30
33.67
595©#
6173.50
(j.l27519.a9
45554 . 3o
171074,22
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Cost of er V.
CAISSON
Timber 323169 B.M, Q 24.399 8296.40
Frcimins " 20.441 6605.90
Mscl mate 'ial 5861.68
Plant and equipment 324.45 21088.43
EXCAVATION
Dry excavation 637.73 cu yd Q 1.401 893.75
Sinking 2995.11 " 2.565 7683.55 8577. oO
CONCRi^TE- f^orklnr^ Chamber
i<Iaterial 196 cu yd Q 2,969 554.55
Labor " " 2.330 358.75
G-eneral " " 1.330 256.55 1169.86
CONCRETE- Abr3ve deck
Material 2275 cu yd Q 2.482 5647.96
Labor " " .548 1247.20
General " " 1.309 2Q77.98 9873 . L4
Wood formvs 3951 soi ft 9 0.398 1571.75
CONCRETE- In Ghaft
:laterial 706 cu yd % 2.532 1787.36
Labor " " ,579^ 408.80
General " " 1.309 924.15 3120.51
Reinforcement 12818// © .0199 376.15
General plant expence 157 . 50
§45914.64
Overhead and profit ( 7'/> of total overhead) 2vl29.07
ffiOTAL 75043.71

Cost of West Anoroach Substructure
CONCRETE PILES
yrood forms 50 © 24.819
Reinforcement cages 1315 Q 4.992
Concrete 1.245 cu yd per ,):lle
Material 1315 piles © 3.793
Labor " " 4.485
G-ener.ll " " 1.595
Jiriving 1307 " 4'. 14
Pile driver
^1)1240.95
6515.50
4988.63
5897.85
2097.33
5508.00
1777.24 28026.00
CONCRETE PEDESTALS
Steel , forms 4 @ 324.02
ITood forms 8 11.25
Concrete plant
Concrete m terial 4695 yd ^
" labor "
Reinforcement 119455 /f ©
Excavation
Backfill and grading
Tests on piles
4.051
1.551
.02596
1296.08
90.00
1213.08
19021.37
7283.40
3100.74
5486.10
1604.60
493.75 39589.12
:ST ABUTIvIENT
Forms 6063 sq ft ® 0.143 366.28
Reinforcement 5769 Q .02107 121.52
Concrete plant 590.40
Concrete material lOlO yd G 4.1-1 4192.44
" labor " .762 769.70 6540.34
Q 74153.46
Overhead and profit (lO;^ of total overhead) 40636.01
TOTi\L 114341.47

Cost of I'jiat Work .
mn FOR PIER II.
^Tillov/ material 61200 sc ft 0.0555 3395.50
labor " " " .0271 1559.40
" general " " .0393 2405.16
Vfire St pies etc " " .0233 1428.00
Rip rap material 1043.7 tonsl.884 1975.75
" " labor " " .7'i5 779.45 §ll643.06
CHANITEL LIATS
Willow material
labor
general
Wire staples etc
Rip rap material
" " labor
11960O £
II
II
It
1663.1
It
IQ ft
II
tons
it
.0555
.0300
.0393
.0233
.
. 884
.653
6635.40
3592.40
470^^. 28
2790.67
3180.33
1102.15 22001.28
BANK PROTECTION
Willow material 117000 sq ft 3 .0555
.0271
.0393
.0253
1.384 -
labor
general
Tfiro staples etc
Rip rap material 4116.75 tons
Labor sinking 52000 sq ft
" paving 65000 "
Grading
.8
6899.62
3696.90
4598.10
2730.00
7754.00
1034.00
1175.45
2010.66 29939.71
;i;<63534
Distribution of costs made by auditor
To "Pier^ II ^ 14100.00
To Pier III 37015.43
To superstructure 12468.62 65534.05

o8
Overhe;icL Costs.
General overhead, material and freight
G-eneral overhead, labor
Miscellaneous unclassifieu labor
Insur;ince other than liability
Liability insurance
10 paid contractor
Deferred freight payments
Credit for r.ale of plant
•^05716.92
-70444.80
22236.50
3943.57
20768.68
121746.36
7532.36
NET OVERHEAD
C 382439.69
56277.94
346161.73
SUimRY OF COST 0? SUBSTRUCTURE
Itemized
Cost
Overhead
Co,-:t
TOTAL
Pier A 1 44363.44 13241.25 $ 58104.69
Pie^ I 146234.24 k!8799.84 175034.08
Pier II 254237.20 91229.47 345516.67
Pier III 265099.85 99521.76 364621.61
Pier IV 127519.89 43554.33 171074.22
Pier V 45914.64 29129.07 75043.71
Viaduct 74155.46 40686.01 114841.17
TOTAL 958074.72 346161.73 1304236.45
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PART TWO- SUPERSTRUCTURE
VI. Inspection in Mill and Shop.
1. Tests of material - 'Pnlle practically all of tie inspection of
substructure viorli is performed in the field, a lar^e part of the
inspection of the superstructure of a bridge is necessary in the
;nill and t ie shop, large percentage of the work being complete
when the material is delivered on the site. Thus long before the
substructure was com^)lete, woric nad already started on the steel
work, req.uiring the prosense of inspectors to assure excellence
of material and v/orkmanuhip. The first work to be inspected is
of course the v/ork of gettiiig out the material in the mill, and
the most important part of mill inspection is the testia^ of
materi ajL
.
Since all material had to undergo specified tests, there was
little to watch during the rolling of the meia .vjirw.
,
tiXuept to
oversee the taking of test pieces from specimen materi:.l; sur-
face inspection of all matei'ial >"ol.!.ed oemg easily por;:^ible at
any ti te, a,s wel.'. as a check on the dlmensioni. of the sections.
The shipping weight is aiso a most sure check on the size of
material turned out. Test requirements and regulationt, for .lill
iuspeot: ya were set forth in all detail in the specifications,
to assure proper facilities for inspection, making the contr.ictor
responsible for all the det'lls ?or adequate testin ;, and analysis.
The specifications covered also very explicitly? the re^iair--
ments for the various materials, carbon steel, alloy steel, cast
steel nd cast iron. This -Included the chemic:il compor. ition of
tae aiaterial, the ultimate strength and elastic limit, the -lin-
imum elongation and reduction in area, process of manufacture,

appearance and uniformity, heat treatment, sta:;ipiii^ of laaterial,
and tests; also shi )pins rules. Of these the tv/o rec^ui:- .lents
callin- for the .aost attention fro^n the inspector ^vere the chen-
icL.l analyf:;ic ;n d the physic^J. tests.
. £ provided in the specifications, drillini^s for analysis were
tal^en from an in^^ot in each heat, the analysis itself beins made
by the manufacturer's chemist at the aill, subject to check by the
inspector. This analysis determines the percentaj^e of carbon,
manganese, sulphur raid phosphorous in the steel, in the case of
carbon steel, and in addition the amount of silicon present in the
case of the alloy steel. In addition^ the alloy steel v/as required
to contain not less than 1.3 percent of nickle,more than this
amount bein^ necessary to brings the steel up to the physical re-
quiroments specified.
Testing as specified \7rs divided Into tv;o types; specimen
tests and full sized tests. Ful . sized tests were required only
for the alloy eye-bars, specimen tests being re^./uired for all other
material. As a rule only tensile aid cold bending tests were re-
quired, although for the alloy stfeel a drifting test was also
specified, calling for an enlargement of rivet holes 50/o without
fracturing the metal. The size of the specimen, speed of the test-
ing machine, and determination of the el:;.stic limit on the drop
of the beam wore also covered by the specific .tions, and also the
appertrance of the fracture. It is duty of the inspector to see
that the test specimens ar^ properly taken, to witness the test
and see that it is properly conducted, to take the necessary meas-
urements and make the computations to determine if the test meets
the requirements, and to pas;, on the acceptance of the material.
A form for making reportr. of such tests to the client or
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SHIPMENTS
1
WEIGHT
1
DATE
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS
SUL.
PHOS.
MAN.
CAR
PHYSICAL
TENSILE
TESTS
GRADE
BEND
FRAC- TURE
RED
AREA
%
o
lU^
ULT
STR.
SO.
IN.
ELAS
LIMIT
SQ.
IN.
HEAT
NO.
LENGTH
INCHES
FEET
DESCRIPTION
SECTION
SHAPE

to the main oTfice Ib shown on page 91, plate X^-^H.
'^^^^g st.aid-
ard tests ar . mad -ith great facility in any of the laboratories
of the larse steel aills, and with the aids to computations in the
form of tables or n:)ecial slid: rules, the entire test and com-
putation becomes a very sim-ole matter.
By far the most interesting part of the nill instection was
the testing of full size eyeba.rs of alloy steel. The alloy used,
called ilayari ste .1, came from Cuba, and was here used for the firU
tiie in ai y important structure. It was classified as rivet steel,
medium steel, eye-bar ste.^1 and pin steel. The eye-bar' steel was
specified to have an ultimate strength of fro: 95,noo to 110,000
pounds pe- square inch, a requirement that made necessary a very
high grade y.nd uniform product.
The eyebars were of L^uch a large size that special eouipment
was necessary before they could be manufactured at all, c.a... after
a beginning ha", n en made, great difficulty was experienced both
in handling the bars, the material being unfamiliar to the mill
.len, and also in securing uniform.ity in the material itself.
^
great many attempts were made before any satisfactory results
vrere obtained, and f :.r a long time it appeared that it would be
i-.ipos.-.ible to sect^re bars meeting the requirements of the full
size test. Annealing also caused some trouole at first, and on
the ten x'ull -size tests first made, com.)l8te failure resulted.
Success in producing a satisfactory bar v;as finally obtained,
however, and in all forty tests were made meeting the require-^
ments in every particular.
Specimen tests were also made on the same heats from which the
full size test pieces wer^e taken, the results being compared with
the l-^.teer test shov:ing a good c rresp.mdence.
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2. Suo'jrvislon oT fabrication - IText in importance to the Itll-j^.c-
tion of eye-bar forging and raanuf cture, came the inspection of
the v/ork of fabric ,tion of the steel in the shop. This included
the inspection of all of the raaterial for the "lain bridge in the
shops of the Pennsylvania ^ite^-l Company at Steelton, Pennsylvania,
and that for the Approach Viaduct in the shops of the Virginia
Bridge and Iron Company at ileinphis. The inspection in Doth places
was of such a nature as to supervise in detail all of the work
prior to erection, to assure exc-llence of '»7orkmanship and order-
ly progress in the shop, so as to eliminate the possibility of
delay caused by onmis ons, misfits, or rejection 01' raaterial in
the rield, although the s iecif icat ions sp.. cificly stc'ited that
acceptance in the shOT) did not relieve the contractor rrom t.ie
responsibility of i-./.y work that might be found defective at any
later time.
Sinoe the contractor for both pieces of work was responsible
for the erection as v/ell as the fabrication, there was every in-
centive for him to avoid errors as much as possible, and to take
every step to assure a proper i it 'ihich would eliminate delays
and expensive corrections In the field. Had the erection be^n let
to another contractor, it would have been necessary to take a
geat deal more Cc-.re in the inspecti n of the material before final
acceptance for shipment was given, for in that case it is exceed-
ingly difficult to cha 'ge the costs of corrections back to the
shopvith whom the responsibility rests. However, every attempt
v^'as made on the part of the inspectors to make sure that the mat-
erial as shipped \7as perfect in every ^vay.
As a matter of fact, with the force generjilly allotted to an
inspection job, it is pr-.ctically beyond the range of possibility

to accutually inspect each step in the process of fabrication,
with such a decree of thoroughness as to eliminate all errors,
nd the contractofe shop inspectors must be relied on to a cer-
tain extent to catch such mistakes as may get by tlie client's
inspection in any event. Indeed, many inspectors neglect watching
the progress of the work through the shop at all, in favor of
attempting to see that each piece before acceptance is in exact
conformity to the plans; but a much better result is obtained,
and a much happier r-.-lationship maintained between the inspector
and the contractor, when errors are caught early in the fabrica-
tion, before the expense of correction in the finished piece is
so great. This idea was carried jut all through the period of f3hop
fabrication, with results highly satisfactory.
Working on this principle, the first duty of the inspector
was to supervise in general the laking of the patte^-ns by wiiich
the different pieces were later to be cut and drilled. It wc.s not
attempted to check each pattern that vras turned out, but in addi-
tion to seeing that the general workmanship v/as of the proper
character, patterns selected at random were .rrecuently checked
to see that they closely adhered to the plans, the det ils of
which had already b-3en submitted to the chief engineer for approv-
al. Attention -as also given to the precedence of vfork in the
pattern shop, to see that those patterns were prepared first
v/hich would lead to greatest speed and economy in trie shop.
Another matter vrhich concerned the contractor mainly, lut
v/hich the Inspector endeavored to oversee likev/lse, was the ar-
rangem.ent of material in the incoming yard, so as to call for as
little S6rtj.hg find rehandling as possible in gett.ing out the
pieces in the or'', ^r needed x^or the sho'o vror"-:. Of c )urse it ' ..;

also important, to check each shipment v;ith the mill reports, and
examine the material to see that it bore the proper ctaraped nura-
bers and had been paseed by '.he inspector at the mill.
Next in order came the inspftction of laying out the plates
and angles and the sub-punching. In such cases as had templates
by v/hich the wor:.-; vjas laid out, the inspection '.vas a simple matter,
requiring only the ma.:ing sure that the proper mate -ial v/as usod,
an to size, straightness , 'and kind, and after the piece v:a.s stamp-
ed, th inspection of the punching. Only the carbon material
was allOnod to be sub-punched, and the size of the sub-punuhing
with relation to the finished h)le vias specified. On such pieceL,
as went through a multiple punch, a checking of the spacing on
the mach'ne is important, since here a slip is easily made. In
all laying out, errore will soraeti.'es occur, and it requires care-
ful checking to secure work that will not require correction in
reaming or in drilling, and that will leave no blank holea.
As soon as a piece of material has been cut, punched, or laid
out, it is marked with an identification sign which it carries
throughout its progress through the shop, until the pieces are
finally made up for shipment and receive the shop coat of paint.
The marks are painted with a white paint so as to easily distin-
guished, and bear a definite relation to the cljaracter of the
T^iece , according to some system which trie individual shop may
adopt. A typical marking system is as fol .ov/s;-
Prefix a - miscellaneous angles
" b - lace bars
" c - fitted stiffeners a,jid connecti -n angles
" f - fillers, not fitted
" g - fillers, requiring fitting.
" p - miscellaneous plates
" s - spliced plates
" t - batten plates
" h - miscellaneous bent pieces

Prefix m - rniscelianeous piecec not listed aoove.
In this system, v/hich v/as the one used by the Virginia
B"id^e and Iron )mpany, each as.>embly mark was composed of tv/o
letters and a numeral, the prefix letter designatint^ the kind of
piece, as noted in the table above, the suffix letter aenotin^^
the individual piece as detailed on the shop drawing, and the
numeral denoting the number of the shop drawing on thich tno pioce
first appeared, and on v/hich it v/as detailed. Only the two letters
av)_;ear on the drawings, the shop adding the prop^.r numeral, ^'or
Eufrixes only the follov^ing letters are used; a,b,d,f ,g,h,k,m,n,
P,s, t,v,w,x,y.
The pieces th marked und punched are ready for assembl-
ing and reaming. In inspecting this part of the \7ork, some of
the things to be watched are the proper painting o.; surfaces in
contact, the use of a sufficient number of b jlts in the fitting up
to hold the pieces securly in position, adequate contact betv.-een
surfaces in bearing, such as the ends of stiffeners on the flanges
of girders in plate girder work, correct iili.er plates, ;.nd many
other details to make certain that the work is in accordance with
t:ie drawings. Once under t'le reamer f^.e^e is lattle to vratch ex-
cept to see ;/iat no errors are made by. car, lest,ness , and in ream-
ing con.iections to be mado in the field, to make sure of the acc-
uracy of the vvork. In case t ie field connection i;.* not fi .ted up
before re-.mi.ng, it is best to use a stecjl template or jig, v/hich
i- ap liijd to both of tho connecting pieces, and through which the
reaming is done, thus securing conformity
.
.Although this is not
••Iways done, it is much mo^e satisfactory, especially ia heavy
v7ork or in important connections such as floorbeams or main bracing
members
.

Rivet Incpection in the shop i;^ not so inport^uit a natter ai.
It is in t'rie faeld, since most of it is done by power riveters,
where the chance of loose rivets is reduced to a raininium. ^'»ith
the oil heaters comirionly in use, also, the rivets are rauch more
likely to be 'uniformly heated, althou:.;;h there is alv;ay a tend-
ency to use riv-ts too cold, especially on piece work, where
the atte-ipt to drive the largest number of rivets keeps the
heiiter bury. But if the men arc given to understand that the in-
spector vfili insist on V:ie rivets being hot and the dies well
centered, no trouble v/ill usually be experienced. In all shop
work there will be a c rto.in nu;nber of rivets which the power
machines camiot roaci^, and which it is necessary to drive with a
percussion hammer, and on these rivets a thorough inspection is
necessary, to secure satisfactory results. This can always be be
obtained by following up the riveters and inspecting immediately
after driving, since this informs the men at once just v/hat work
will pass inspection, and makes for a higher standard of work.
There is also a great deal of finishing work vmich it is
best to watch as it progresses , in order to secure the best re-
sults. Rough v/ork in milling ends of columns and girders, chip-
ping edges of plates and other finishing details can be caught
in a final inspection and sent back for correction, but if the
ch racter of the work being done is v/atched and comment given
from time to tiiie, a much higher quality is obtained than would
othervrise be possible.
For the main brid.re, the specifications provided that the
chords should be assembled at the .shops in lengths of not Iss
than six panels, in order to eliminate all possibility of error
which would late"- interfere with field erection. This was done
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In the yard outside of t:ie shop, since considerable s^c.^^ re-
quired, and the chord sections were laid up on l)locx^ini_: to the
corre t elesration, c.nd centered v.'ith a transit. Distances were
thexi checked, and centers laarked on the steel, afte-^ v^nich the
end connection plates ?/ere reamed, thus as^-urin^ an accurate field
fit. By thur, lininr; up six panels at a tiiie, or three chord meni-
oers, it v/as ceri.taln that the entire chord woaiu be a ;.trai^ht
line when fitted up, the con.ject ions having been reaaied with the
aembers in lino. One section of po>^tal bracing was likev/ise fitted
up 'li the shop, and in the arjproach viaduct, several of the bents
were assembled and checked before shipment, the latter as a gen-
eral check only, selecting every fifth or sixth x^nt, to see that
the general run of the work was satisfactory.
Triis shop assembly is expensive, and is frequently aispensed
v.'ith, although on intricate work the entire structure Is ;-ometiiaes
assembled in the op. In the case of the main chords, shop as-
sembly yas practically neceasary, and its worth well proved by
the results. The eyebars, t > ) , v;ere assembled in stacks of a doz-
en or so and pins passed through both exnds simult-ineously , tnus
assuring the corrent length, and avoiding difx'iculty in the field.
All pin holes were bored only after the pieces v;ere as.embled
and lined up, and the end bearing castings were also set up in
the shop before t ley were allowed to be shipped.
One of the detc. ils most often slighted in s'lop inspection is
the shop coat of paint, alt'iou ,h its importance cannot be too
much emphasised. Frequently there is considerable mill scale left
on the steel, which if not ticraped off v;ill gradually peel off
after the material is in place, leaving surfaces exposed which
are sure to rust. Durin : the -orogr^ss of the steel through the

shop much of this v^ill be knocl^ed off, out it will always re-
quire a thorough ins.,iection to aiake cure that the surface is
ready for paint. Then too it frequently ha ipens th;it dirt and
grease accumulate on the surface, which is equally ' ini:.iicai to
proper painting. Care rau^t be t;..ken to aee that the proper kind
of paint iL3 used, that it is properl.y raixed, and that it it; a..-
plied well, touching all parts of tne piece. Connection plates
on the raain bridge were painted with red lead, i:i distinction froa
the laain bridge steel, which wi.,s painted with "ilo-rjrac", of a
X black color. Machined surfaces were coated with white lead and
oil, as were tae pins; but so much difficulty wa^: experienced
with the latter, even whea encased in wood slats, on account of
rusting during shipment, th;-t later a hard grease preparation
Y/as found to oreGe^-vo the surface much better.
Sibher just before or just after painting, while the steel was
laid out conveniently on racks, a final inspection was given,
checking dimensions, rivet holes, angles and other aetails. Any-
thing that might possibly help out the field work w^b especially
watched, such as removing burrs from around rivet holes or on the
edges of plates, and care was also ta,ken to see thi.t the piece
v^as marked correctly and in an easily discernable place, to avoid
any dif . iculty in identification later, ^^hen the piece had passed
this final iniipection, it was stamped with the inspection mark
on the back of the inspectors hammer, signifying a -roval, and
vj&B then moved to the yard, rea.dy for shipment.
Ilany other details besides those outlined above are required
in adequate shop inspection, such as ob:erving proper sizes of
rivets and bolts, machining of castings, turning and boring of
pins, and couitless ot'ier ^hop r^r^^. ct ices . T-ie specif ic.-tions

covered this vrork very thoroughly, yet the^-e are ..uiny things
r'hich- one up in shop practice vrhlch require jud-GOiiient on the part
or the in3:-ector. Ac yet there ib no text hook ^hich iideouately
covers the subject of ^o inspection in detail in si 1 its branch-
es, and the po'^.nts outlined are meant only to c.ill attention to
the raoro important considerations i^hich uere taken into account
on the inspect 'on of this particualr project.
5 . Ss t l:ir.ti rel::hts and shipments-Since all payments on the con-
tract for superstructure were based on a potind price on ship-
pin3 v;ei-hts, it was quite important that these wei^^hts be ac-
.
urate, and for this reasm, ns vrell as for t -e purpose of check-
ing the actual amoant of material in the different pieces, it
required that th'. inspectors estimate the weight of every
piece of !:iaterial in the structure.
In making up the bill of material for tne contract, the man-
ufacturer lists the "steel required for each piece of a ceijtain
kind separately, vrith the number of pieces of its kind, v;iti the
estimated weight of the whole, in ord-^r to ^et out tne material
for the shop. This does not ^ive an accurate weight for the fin-
ished piece, however, for it does not make allowance for the
weight of the material sheared ofr in the shop, fne inspector
was required, therefore, to prepare new lists entirely, estimate-
ing t:ie weight of each separate part of the finished piece, ..uid
adding so as to obtain the wei.-ht of the piece as shipped. Errors
were frequently found in the contractors lists, also, v/hich made
the inspectors check the more important.
This estimating becomes a very arduous task ai: best, although
it can be much simplified by system in listing parts. By using
one page of a book for each piece, cincl lifting each part by its
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shop mark, siving the diraenaions of the plate or angle, Lriic^mess
01 the metal, length, weight per foot for this size, and then the
weight of the piece for each mark, easily obtainea with a slide
rule, the total ror each page gives the v/eight of one ^xiece. Farts
with the same mark occuri:ig on siiailar pieces can then ,;e checked
on oucceeding pages ana o weight inserted froa tiie first calc-
ulation, and in this way all u.pllcaulon is avoided, ana weights
of each oiece obtained in an ord rly aanner.
When all weights have been c Iculated, they are best entered
in some ord r in v/hich . i individual piece can re.Adily be found,
so that on making a shipment, the estimated weight can ije quick-
ly ascertained to check against f.ie scale weight. This will catch
any error immediritely
,
.saving sending a piece back Ifor revreighing
in case t:ie inspector is not satisfied with its agreement with
the estimated weight.
Each piece was suppof.ed to be weighed separately, but often
a gre t many nieces were weighed together when they wer..- small,
while tne larger pieces, of two carload lengths, were woighed
after loading, by taking the combined weight of both cars. In
fact, at the Memphis hhops no other scales than the railroad
scales were available, su that all weighing had to be done in
cars, practlaaliy all in carload lots uo avoid shifting.
As sojn as a car was weighed,: therefore, the pieces were
listed and t;ie estimated weight obtained, and checked agfiinst the
scale weight. Since but 2 1/2 per cent variation ras allowed by
the specification, it vras impossible for the contractor to re-
ceive any advantage by recording a weight in excess of the esti-
mated weight; but it v/as the practice for the inspector to vratch
each weighing, to verify the Qctu-l scale weight, thus prevent-

lix^ even the alirht overpayment that the contr^.ctor ini^ht re-
ceive by recordins an excess up to the 2 l/2 percent, and at the
saine tiras checkin- the general accordance of the material v?ith the
dravfings
.
It may he said that there is a great deal of sharp practice
in weighinG Lhipments on pound price contr; cts, since in the ao-
sence of the inspector it is easy to give an incorrect weight
v'hich it is not very prob-:hle vrill ever be noticed, ^ven v/ith
a vigilant inr ection sorrie errors are likely, due to hasty weigh-
ing on a not too delicate scale, and also to the fact that tne
scales frequently get out of adjustment. To correct this latter
condition it is the policy of trie railroads to send a, test car
to the shops in order to test out all scales at regular intervals,
correcting the balance under different te.:.t loads so as to elim-
inate error as .luch as possible.
Invoices of each shipment are prepared by the contractor,
and after being checked by the inspector, they are sighed and
ap roved, with the estimated weight and per cent of variation
shown, to avoid any dispute with regard to payment at a later
date. The contr^ctc^fs record for payment is then readily obtained
from the summation of the invoices. Copies are therefore forward-
ed to the main office, and also to both tie contrator's and the
engineer's re >rosentative in the field.
4. Reports of progress- Not th.- most enjoyable of the inspector ^l;
duties is the raking of weekly reports of progress on the work;
but such reports are not only valuable in the information that
they give to the main office, but also in requiring an orderly
form of record to be kept, as well as requiring a summary of
the work in hr.nd, records v'hich the ins -ector might otherwi^;e

iOo
fall to keep.
Porns for the mill and foxmd.ry report, and for trie shop in-
Bpection report, ar . sh ^-n on the tv.'o pa^es f llov/in^;. As can be
seen, the for-ier report Ib very sira:)le, ^ivin^^ merely the actual
weir^ht accepted and shin_ied on each order, and the weight rent-
ed. Suiaaarized each \7e';k, this gave at once the to4.al v/ei^ht
shipped to date, and t'le per cent of comiiletlon of the v/orlc.
The forra for sh.op inspection v/as hiuch raore olajorate, giving
the Lhoi:) progress on each kind of piece being fabricc'ited, as
well as the number and weight :)f each shipment, identified fur-
ther- by date ai d car number. Thii. record and report combined was
:nuch more difficult to proi^are, but when filled out it gave not
only a summary of the weights itemized for checking, but also
the genera,l shop progress, and the percente.ge of completion,
as well as the summarised weight to date on which payment was due.
Moreover, by listing the pieces bji mark and nj^mber of pieces,
an a(..ditlonal check v/as given on the order of the work, tending to
catch any error in getting out the pieces in the order required
for erection, or making a miscount of the number of pieces re-
quired.
These reports being forwarded to the main office and also
to the Resident Engineer in the field each week, kept all pat-
ties concerned well informed as to .the work in the shop and field,
and simplified greatly the preparation of vouchers for monthly
payments on work completed in the shop.
L
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VII. Inspection of Field l^^rection.
jyCheckinp; material received - The general subject of fiel^.. eroc-
tion divideG itself nzturally into tlnree parts; the checking of
material as it arrives fro;n t;ie shop, the ins ;ection of the actual
v7ork of erecting the steel, and the fiaal inspection of the deck-
ing and painting.
^ven before the first lavout of the v/ork v/as made, it v.as nec-
esoary td> think of the superstructure, in order to ^Xr'ci sufficient
storage space for the material as it arrived, since the space re-
quired for storage and clas.. if ication on such a structure is an
iiaportant item. On the Arkansas side the problem was simple, for
the site ?7as on bottom land, v.hich c )uld be uc-ilized on either
side of the right of way, and by using a locomotive crane on the
conn bruction track already in ulace, the material could easilv be
distributed along the viaduct at a .proximately the position in
which it would later be erected. But since most of the material
for the main spans could be handled during erection much more eas-
ily by taking it out from the Tennessee side, it was necessary
to create a storage yard an this side.
The only ground available for this was property ii i lu-diately
adjacent to the right of way, which when the work was started was
covered by small houses and shacks, all of which had first to be
cleared av/ay. During fie last )f the v^ork on the substructure this
site was cleared and a ladder track laid off from the approactl
tr.-^ck to the brodge, giving six siding tr cks which could be used
for runnin^ tracks for locomative cranes, ^nd between which the
material could be stored.
The first material to be delivered v;as the eyebar hanger and
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coriiections to be embedded In the anchor pier. There was a con-
siderable delay in shop progress imiaediately after the corapietion
of the >.ubstructure , as explained previously, so t.iat tnere r/as
every o « >ortunitv to -et the sit.j into the most favorable con-
d'.t on to receive material and proceed v/ith the erection; and be-
fore shipments began to i.rrive, a hugs t-;.veiling cr .ne v/as ere-
cted in the storage yard, on a broad gage track, running the great
er part of the length -^f the yard. This crane had a swinging boom
of ah^ut sVxty f -:.t radius, an., he... a lifting capacity of thirty
tns, so that it could handle the heaviest pieces. The traveller
ran on three t'ciKlB unier the post end, and tv;o under the rear
end, being propelled by cables leading to dead men at either end
of a r:.m; and on account of the difficulty in moving so heavy a
structure, it v/as used mostly on tlie larger pieces, the majority
of the v/ork being handled by locomotive cranes, of v/hich three
were at times in use.
The material v: s stored r/ithout any prearranged plan, the sort-
ing being done directly from the car, and a careful record being
kept of the location of the various pieces. As material v^as used
in e?"ection, the space thus cleared was utilized again at once,
in order to keep the bulk of the material as near the bridge as
possible, and thus ma.ke the run with the piece for erection the
le?st. At times the entire yard v/af. filled up, for a distance of
nearly three thousand feet, to "here it was limited by the con-
struction of the -under ground street crossing; and some space
on the other side had to be taken for storin^; the material for
deaking.
Naturally it was to t:ie interest of the c .ntactor to keep
the best kind of a record on tho material on hand, in order to
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avoid delays in erection, or rehandling of material, and consequent
increased cost. But in order to check the con':ractors record, and
thus reduce the liability Tor error, the en^iineers kept a separate
record of all Material, checking against the contr;.ctors record at
frequent intervals.
As each shipment arrived, the mark of each piece wa,s observed,
either in the car or duri..g tic unloading, and recorded in a field
book. These entries v;ere later checked against the ship ing invoice
for each car, after 'rhich the. piece vra.s checked off in a pergianent
record book, which listed each piece of steel under its appropri-
ate heading, such as top chord, bottom chord, diagonals, posts,
braci:ig, etc. By refering to this record book at any time, there-
fore, the exact status of the material could be obtained at once,
as to the number of pieces required of each kind, the number de-
livered and date of delivery, and later on aL erection oo.i.uiioed,
the number erected. Thus the pieces needed to continue e;^ ction
ana to complete the vrork could be ascertained ao a _,lance.
All the material mu.^ examine 1 on itii arrival, anu :.ny portions
on v'hich the paint had been scraped off in transit were retouched
V ith t'le original shop p4int. Pins were Uiipacked as i^o n as re-
ceived, an : axiy rust spots removed, after ..aicn t.xoy aere ^Iven a
coating of grapliite and grease, and stacked where they would not
be injured until required, so that no difficulty would be exper-
ienced in drivin Care was also taken to see that all the material
was properly blocked up from the ground, and betvreen pieces, to
avoid rust which -light come fro;:i bufcying steel in the ground, or
.ny
.
injury or bending which might result from iiaproper storage.
•Thile there was a great deal involved in the proper haiidling
of material in the sfc-ir-ge yard, t'.v:- actual a lount of ixispection

nocessary v/as very little, and a few lainults a daj sufi'icod to
take care of this peirt of the v/ork easily.
2. SuTjervlsion of erectionr The nost iuiportant v;ork of the in-
spection force durinj; "he superstructure v/ork v/c.b the sup rv is ion
of erection, in which is included the riveting of the mater'isl .
This consisted largely of general and detailed invspection of
v/orkmanship, an.-, instruraent work in^. oonnection v/itn the laying of
the steel.
The steol wa:. loaded onto flat cars in thu .. torage yard, and
pulled out to the working .point with a small locomotive or .lid inky",
when workixig on the Tennessee c;intilever; and hen working on the
fixed sii.xn in the :aiddle of the river it wa;. taken out to an un-
loading trestle ovorhanging the river, froia v.'here it as lowered
Oiito barges v.'-ith a stiff leg derrick, and tov;ed out to the fi.,lse-
work,vhere it aas lifted with a derrick ready for erection with
the traveller, A large part of saccessfal er'ection consists in
keeping the material moving forward in the correct order, and iiiost
of the plan reading is done in the yard, in order to get the ex-
act p6ices necessary out to the point of erection when needed. In
fact, after checking the pieces loaded to be taken out on the span,
there was no need for watching the actual eyection, since no mis-
take in getting an incorrect piece v.^as then possible.
First to be erected on any span was naturally the bearing
castings, which required extreme care in setting, Bince the tops
of the piers had been so carefully dressed, and the bottoms of
the bolsters ha ; been Liachined, no further wjrk on the joint Y/as
necessary, the surface being merely cover .d v/ith a thick coat of
red lead, which served to fill any minor unevenecses, so that the
stc-l ;;hoe may be s.aid to bo in diroct conto.ct v:ith the masonry.

The rtiarklng of the piers has been previously described, and the
shoes being similarly marked on the centers with punch marks, the
shoe could be set almost exactly in position with little or no
trouble. The la 'ge ped.estals cru.ie in three pieces, v;hich were set
up separately and bolted together; and havtog been already set
up in the shop a,nd match marked, the entire pedestal was quickly
assembled. Then to make certain of the position, a transit was
set up on the pie^ center, and right angles turned to the pin
centers on the top of the pedestal, the distance betv.-een the tv/o
pin centers oeing chocked with a tape at the same time, and the
slighest diviation from true position was corrected by ramming
with a heav;;- timber. On ac'-ount of the weight of the pedestals
there v.'as no danger of suosequent movement, out viork v/as started
immediately on drilling holes in the masonry for the anchor bolts.
These bilts were four feet long and tvjo inches in diameter, an^
v/ere split on tlis lower end, and driven in place on wedges which
opened the s^llt and made a secu'^e anchorage, Llost of the masonry
drilling was done b;- hand with steel drills, and although expen-
sive was performed without trouble. Later the inside of all shoes
was filled with concrete
^
sloped off so as to drain all moisture
out to the pier.
On the Tennessee side the erect ' on. started with the anchor
ar;:'i, which vjas erected on false ' ork o ;"'ir.ting of a few bents
of jiles driven T:ith a hammer in sv;inging leads suspended from
a light derrick. This falsework was of a simple type, and re-
quires little comment; the steel was erected v;ith a heavy steel
travelling derrick, which was later used for lifting steel out
on the fixed span.
This ^:^pan beln: short, little atte.itio:! was given to the
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erection, with the exce_.)tlon of giving centers, since the river
end was liinlted by the shoes, and the shore end by tiie anchor eye-
bars. The anchorage itself vras interesting, and required consider-
able care in adjustment. Tfhile the bottom of the bars were being
concreted into the pior, they were suspended fron the toiD pin,
supporte.L on strong timbers. A form wav. built around the bars to
keep the concrete away
,
so as to prevent cracks from' a later dis-
turbance and elongation of the bars as they graducilly oook up
the stre.'js during erection of the cantilever.
The anchor )ier settled as it \nu. Duilt up, the same as the
r3st of the piers, and as tiis settlement w..s not uniform in all
directions, it resulted in leaving one pin slightly higher than
the oth.r, but not enough to influence the structure. The to^> pins
connecting the bars in the pier to tn-^ bars forming the end post
of the spa,n, rested in a specially designed cast shoe, fitted with
large wedges so placed as to be subject to tightening v.'ith four
large throagh bolts, 3y bearing directly against zhe top of the
pier, this device was able to stress th'= bars to any desired c.momt,
by drawing in on the wedges; and after the span v/as in place, tne
shoes were adjust -d so as to elongate the bars an amount sufficient
to produce the maximum stress that wouIj: be required on them under
full load. The stress on the tw) sets of bars was tnus equalized,
ana the frequent increase and decrease of stres^ pr..-vented.
'iVhe.'i this rosalt was attained, the wedges v;ere locked, and
the shoes concreted on the interior for protection. The spaces
v.^hich had been loft about Lhe eyebars were tnexi filled Y»'ith con-
crete also, thus permanently sealing them from the air, and siiice
futur.. elo gation was not required on accoiont of the constant
.,tress on the oars, futare deterioration of the steel was pr-:vontod.

1 ' o
After the erection of t!ie anchor ar:a vr.s complete, the trav-
:liin.5 der-ick used for t,ne erection was utilized to put up the
to.) travel ler or creeper v/ith w lich the erection of the three
cantilerer arms was perforined. This creeper was desiGaeci to oe
dragged forward on the top chord, being supported directly on
stringers, vhi^n v;ere later worked into the main bridge. On ac-
count of the slope of the chord, it v/as necessary for the rear
of Lhe traveller to be adjustable la height, and at each new pos-
ition the entire platform was tilted up or down to bring it to
level before any lo;.ds were lifted. The traveller v...s eciuipped
v/it I tv;o Dooms, Doth of wiich were used together to lift the
heavier pieces, while on the ilgnter work, oy working on both
Bider. of the work with the two Dooms at the same time, progress
was far mo-'-c rapid th-n '-ith a single boom. The results obtained
with ti.is traveller were most satisfactory, the steel being pick-
ed up from the deck below or from the barges on tne river with
great facility.
During the erection of the cantilever arms, lines and levels
on the span were taken with the additi m of each panel. Little
could be done to change the position if found incorr.^ct, since
each piece of steel fit directly into the adjacent piece with
practically no room Jor play. At the end of txhe cantilever arm
proper, however, occurred the adjusting wedges for lowering the
suspended span into position, and here an adjustment -..m- possible
to take care of any variation in the position of the arm. The
cantilevers varied very little as to line, as a matter of fact,
excepting on the arm from pier III, and as soon as the transit
line showed that the panels were close enough to line, rivdtin^
:\)roceeded at once, vrlthout waiting for the span to b« svrung.

Levels were taken likewise with each additional panel, the
readings bein^, tr;>en on the bottori chord, and figured out to ^ive
the line of the pin centers, for purposes of plotting. These read-
ings were plotted ach day in graphical form, to an exaggerated
vertical scale, in rder to show the amount of camber in the span.
On the cmtilevcr ;irra proper, tho camber v/as nearly the same as
the final amount to be left in the span, since in there heavy
members little variation was to be expected v/ith the additional
weight; but after the wedges we-'e inserted, the pin line tojk a
sudden inclination upward, v/hich was reduced as each succeeding
^anel v/as added, being pulled down by the wei^^t and moment of
the additional steel, until the center panel of the suspended
span was left approximately two feet above its final elevation,
pending the closing of the span by the operation of the wedges.
The fixed span, betv/een Piers II and III, beiiig erected on
falsevjork, required rather more instrument v/ork d-niring its eroc-
tion. 1a itself the falsework v/as a considerable item and remark-
able in several respects. As has already described, willow mat
work had been sunk between these t- o piers, for a width of about
tvro hundred feet, in order to protect the falsework, on account
of the great depth of the water, and the piles v/ere' driven tnrou^n
this m:t to a bearing 'n the soil below. The piles themselves
were extremely long, few of them being under ninety feet in length,
and some of them being as long as a hundred and fourteen feet.
They were shipped to the site from Oregon, being of Oregon pixie,
and the freight charges amounted to more than the original cost of
the piles; in length the piles rer.uired throe flat cars, being
loaded with the \7eight0n the front and rear cars, v;ith an idler
in betvroen.

After being unloaded in the material yard, the piles were
dropped into the river, and rafted out to the fixed span, where
they were driven with a floating pile driver, v/ith double leads
spaced the correct distance apart for the two rows of the bent.
Double acting steam hammers were used for driving, of the tyi^e
made by the Union Iron V/orkc, v/hich drove vet-^y rapidly, although
causing several delays on account of breakdowns. On the whole
the hammers could be considered ojaite satisfactory. By driving
v/ith two hammers, both rov^s at the same time, it was necessary to
move the driver only once acres;; the site for each bent, the six-
ty piles in the bent being driven usually in one da.y. llo partic-
ular penetration was required, since the lo.-.d to oe carried per
pile wa-, very small, and driving was stopped when the desired
elevation of the to-) was obtained, or when the driving became
dif icult. Of course the greatest stress in the piles was to be
the bending stress, and it was necest:ary onlyto get a firm beari^
in the earth in ord^r to secure the foot of the pile.
As a rule, betv/een one and two days were consumed in bracing
and capping the piles to such an extent that the driver could move
to the next bent, so that on an average three days were required
for driving one bent. Steel cables v.-ere attached to the bottoms
of the two outside piles in each row before driving, and after
driving the other end of the cable was brought across and fastoied
to the top of the pile at the opposite s-ide, and puliea t><ught,
thus forming a diagonal bracing system of steel cable v/hich was
of great importance in adding to the strength of the strueture.
Timber bracing bolted in place was fr;.med in just above the water
level, Y'ith a systen of cross bracing from this level to the tops
of the piles, some fifteen or twenty fe t aoove, thus forming a

substantial rramework to hold the tops of the piles, Y;hi.;h v/as
:aost necessary. The force of the current frequently v;hipped the
piles about below this bracing for a distance of nearly a foot,
causin-^ a vreariri^ motion v/;iich at times cut the bolts throu(sh the
timber, entirely 16 )seriin[5 the piles until additional oracing
coul'j. be installed. Of course this was larp;ely presented as soon a
the falsework had been erected and enough weight placed Oii it to
tabalize the bents.
The spacong of the piles was a very siraple matter, since
accuracy was of little account. After the first row of piles had
been driven at the correct diij.tance from the pier, the succeeding
bents v'ere spaced by raeana of an outrigger on the pile driver,,
which kept it at the correct distance from the oent last driven.
The elevations lor cutting off the piles were given v^ith an eng-
f
ineers level, from known elevations of raasonry courses on the pier
Following tae pile driver, bents of falsework previousljn
framed up in the yard and floated out to the span in barges, were
erected on the pile cnps by means of a li^ht timber traveller
with tv.'o bO'^mti, rimning on the top of the falBe\;ork itself, this
traveller handled the bents rapidly, but little longitudinal
bracing being ro'iuired, .so thrt the entire false work structure
wa^ complete soon after the pile driving was complete. A l...rge
tr veiling steel derrick, the same as had been previously used to
erect the anchor arm, followed the timber tr:.veller, and with its
one boom lifted steel for the span fro.i the downstream side, from
barges on which it had b>:.en loaded from the material yard. This
traveller placed the blocking on the top of the bents, the sand
jacks on the blockin^ t:) support each p;inel ^>oint, the bottom
chords and floor system, and hoisted all the balance of the steel

ready for erection v;ith tlie travelling gantry, which iollov/ed it
froii pier to ^^ier, conpletih.2 the erection.
The r^antrv traveller v;as co:-:Toorjed of three fraraes, of li^ht
tinber co.ictruction, spanning the entire height of the mpleted
span, and hav ng tw sets of lifting fails, operated from hoist-
ing engine;-, running on the tracks below. It was raoved v:ith ^^reat
ase along the tr ck, and lifted steel froM cars on the center
track helo-- to its place in the span, using both .sets of falls
separately or all of f^e lighter v;ork, ana driving all the pins,
making erection very rapid.
As soon as the erection of the falsework was started, centers
were throvfii on the- top oi the bents daily, to observe the .Tiove-
inent of the structure. The steel floorbeams v;ere tiien placed with
their centers directly over the marked center on the falsework,
given :he same day. "'itii tne varying height of the river, the
'
pressure on the falsework threw it out of line, and the variatio.i
from centcrline became at times several inches. It so happened
that during the erection of the center panels of floorbeams the
-river v/as extremely high, throwing the falsev^ork considerably
downstream, and the steel was thus set centered several inches
on the upstream side of the fal ovor> centers. Late- th^- river
vrent dov.'n, and the falsework raoveu OiiCrC upstream wit.i Xj.i^ ligntOii-
ed pressure, so thai, tne oteel v^as now upstreaia from the actual
center line, an araount which came out five inches by the time the
end shoe had been reached. This dlscrepency vms taken care of by
loving the roller bearings over on the bearing shoes, after re-
moving the guides, and late^- jacking the last few panels back in-
to line, so that the proper connection could be made
,
The sand jacks were set at the start so as to give the cor-

rect camber In the span, to acco'nodate t:i-^ er ection. The- riveti.L^
of the bottom chord progressed along. ith the erection, so that
the ti-'.e that the lact nin had been driven, the span was all
ready for sv/in^^j-^'^cS. T-'^i'^ ^'-'-^ acco Tpli!:ihod by rornovins the sand
from the sand jacks, thus lowering the panel points until the
vfei^ht was transfered fro'n the blookin.3 to the span it^self, thus
sv/in^in^ the span free o: all b t the end ^u.oorts. In lowerln^^
the jacks, it was necessary to use some precaution to keep the
weight uniformly distrrritsd, the jacks boin3 lowered simultaxieous-
ly, and the sand bein^ re .loved from GacU jack at nearly t.:o i^.vme
rate, so as:nnot to concentrate too much weight on any one jack.
No hitch occurred in this proceedure, and the entire ;;-pan v/a^
s\7un!5 in a couple of hours.
It had been intended to construct the span betv.'een piers III
and IV on falsevjork in a similar manner, and thiB entire span of
falsework was placed, usin^ the same pile driver an^. timo'^r trav-
eler, and the same method of construction as for tlio fixed span,
The ste.:'l for this spc^n was to have b en raised with a stiff leg
derrick vrhi^h liad been ei-ected on pier III, and a small gantry
crane, similar to the large gantry used on the fixed spp.n, but
of a less height on account of t?io smaller span, was set up and
used to lay a part of the floor steel. At this stage of tne ered-
tion, however, the river rose to a menancing height, and shortly
after the swinging of the fixed span, the falsework gave way in
part, de.'^'tro ing nearly all the v;ork ..etweon these two piers,
including both the gantry and the falsework travelers, and a con-
siderable part of the flo -^r steel. Fractic :aiy none of this mater-
ial \7as salvaged, although part of the steel still attached to
the fixed span was saved by suspending it from the end posts by
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steel cables, a proceeding viiich required ;i considerable risk to
accomplish Uiider the unstable condition of the small aiaount of
falsework remainins.
The f,-ilsev;ork under the fixed span did n t jo out un^:,il sever-
al days later, and since this span had already been swung, it made
little difference, except for the loss of sonie of the falsework,
lost of it bein3 rafted below the bridi^e and salvaged, v.-hile some
was saved by attaching it to the spa.n aoove, ana th.-.s suspending
it v/hen the piles belov: washed away. The tenacity of these piles
was remarkable, for s undings taken along the bents duriii.^ the
highest stage showed a depth of nearly a hundred feet, indioating
that the piles were supported by only three of four feet of pen-
etration at the foot, and yet held against i.ii 'c^normous pressure.
Nothing but the willov; mat could have accomplished this result,
shov'ing how secure a bearing was afforded the foot of the piles
oy this method. How great the prossur-. Has can bo s :.own ;:omev7hat
by the fact th^^t oven the small amount of falsev^^ork attached to
the fixed span above wpz sufficient to pull the center of the span
thirteen inches out of line downstream. Of course t :is def ori.iation
was the result of the flexibility of the unriveted span, and was
reduced immediately when the pull of the falsework was removed.
As soon as the river had gone dovni enough to per lit ox re-
suming operaf ons, the same traveler that had been used to erect
the cantilever from pier I was put up on the fixed rpan, and the
v.-ork of er-^cting the cantilever from pier II was started, '^*ith
the excex)tion of lifting the steel for this arm from barges on
the river instead of from cars on the span, the erection of this
ar::i was in every way similar to the first, and involv-d no more
difficulty. The two arms met in the middle with both ends elevat-

ed about tvro fe. t, tliij. tij^-iiii^;^ action of the v.^ed^es having the
efrect of shortening the u ^per chord and lenp;thenins the lov/er
chord, GO that before lowering the gap between the upper chord
v^e.a about ei^^ht inches, hile the lower chord eye-bars,
'.'hich were fitted into slotteu hole;^ instead, of the standard cir-
cular hole, hung down in the center on accoant of tie saiae amount
of lengthening;; in this member.
The wedges which accomplished the tipping of the arr.is and
".ith v.'hich t.:e span v/ns lo^''ered v/ero so arranged in the chords
that the largo section of the wedge pu&hed out the bottom chord
and similarly in tlie top device, the large section of the wedge
pulled in on the top ciiord. \7hen it was desired to lover t.\e iipa.a,
therefore, it wau n^cescary only to lut the '.eages slip out from
their seat, oo t .at trie chords v>-ere no longer held from assuming
the position to which the v/eight of t e span forced it. .iS matt^
of fact, the weight of the span was not in itself suffioient to
force out the wedges, th^ slope to the wedge surface being ^^'ery
slight, and the removal aa.. th'^refore t.ecured by Lhe operation
of screws with v/hich the device wa^ eq^ip^'ed. Tiie screws on all
eight of the wedges were opperated at the same speed, so as to
lower the span uniformly, and the lo\.oring \/as accomplished suc-
cessfully inside of ^^jout t/o nours from tne time that the screws
were first turned. The turning itself was done with ropes attached
to timber lever arms, the pov/er for pulling the ropes being se-
.aured
. ita stationary engines on the deck.
This span thus errctod, the top traveler was removed to the
other end of the fixed span for the erection of the cantilever
from pier III. In order to er^ct this span by tao cantilever method
instead of tae falsework method first planned, it v/as necessary

to alter fiomewhat the nethod of ;-:upport of the suspended span,
and to e^uip Vne chords vith the devices for holding the wedges
to lower the span. Some difficulty was oncounterod in the erection
of this span on account of the twibt vhich had oc^^urrea in the
fixed span, the bow in t\ie downstream direction in this span hav-
ing the tendency to turn the adjacent cantilever arm upi.tream.
At the end of six panels, tne center of the ar.n was nearly six
inches upstream, and it was lo-ought back by the use of steel
cables attached to ^.iagonal points in each panel in the jliia^ of
the oottom chord, with steam boat ratchets fastened to eacn of
the diagonal braces thus formed., 3y tightening these ratchets in
turn, each panel wa^: ^r;.dually brought to the square in successive
moves, until the entire span was brought back to center, -.hen tne
regular bottom lat.^rals were placed and riveted, thus holding
the ;opan in ;)l,-.ce.
Since the suspended span between piors III anh IV was support-
ed by. a cantilever on the end nearest pi -r III only, tne other
end resting directly on picrlV, it v;as iiiipob.:iole to u,^e tne
cantilever lethod of erjctiOii for this entire span, and the half
nearest pi r IV had to bo er .cted on falsework. 3y this time, how-
ever, the river had fallen to such an oxtjnt as to make this
process entirely safe, and this halfl was erected on six bents of
falsevrork in much the same iaanner as the fixed span, with no
difficulty whatever. In making the connection to swing the span,
therefore, a com.bination of . the methods of lov:ering was necessary,
the v/edge;:. being removed at the same time that the s. nd jacks
on the falsev/ork were lOAvered, and at sach a rate that this half
of the suspended sp;.n would-, come in osition at the same time that
the pierlY half '"as lovrered to its final po^;ition, the connection

betwe^in tliem then beins nade with no dif .-. icuity
.
.What thre.-.tened to be Liuch.iniuoh mor.-. aerioixs was tne connec-
tion of the suspended span to pier IV, thib bein^ on acoount of
the method of erection of this half of the span, bince tht. cuiti-
lever ar.a was finished before the falsework Wc.a ready, it was de-
cided in urder to save the expense of placin- a traveler on this
sp-un, to erect with a locomotive crane ran out froia the iaain
bridge and tlie caitilever. Accordingly the floor sjistem was laid
from the end of the cantilever on to tne falsework, an-, tne
crane run across, erection of the flojr systeia being tn^n con-
tinued to the pior. On account of the aottom cnord of the canti-
being thrust forward, hoy/evev^, the flo.rsystem w.:,.s found to over-
lap the center of the pier, the end pin uoming severax inches
beyond the pin hole in the end bearing. Thi^ bec.riug was there-
fore loosened from the pedestal belov;, nd the pin driven, after
which tne erection with' tl^e locoraotive crane proceeded , the
shoe being still several inches from center on the base, .-^s the
span was lowered with the sand jacks, screw jacks bracing against
the adjacent deck sp..n were placed against tnese shoes, forcing
them gradually to correct position as tne span was lowered. The
erection of t.:.e throe main spans was tlius successful .y completed.
Both the ap ...roach viaduct and the deck upan haa been erected
for wOiae tirae previous. T'le viaduct was erected with a st^^el
traveler, with tv'o bjji.is, vrhich handeled tne eighty foot boxed
girder spans with ease, and erected t :e transferse bents, con-
sisting of cross girder an:, columns with diagonal bracing, as a
unit, these bents having been assembled ahead of the treaveler
with a locomotive crane. This erection was extremely rapid ana
satisfactory, the bents til lineing up with no difficulty, euia

all anchor bolts iDGing fo-and tobe correct. The bents were x->l"^i"'''Oed
v/lth a, transit during erection, and ai'ter making aliov;ance ior
temperature exy:..nsion, the last bent v;as To .nd to be exactly plual^
with no observable variation. On some of the expanf.ion points in
the gird.rs, it v/a.s found necessary to enlarge the slot, this oe-
ing caused by an overrim in the length dif the girders rather than
an inco.'-rect distance between piers, as was found oy checking the
dimensions of the girders.
The same traveler that erect-d the viaduct continued forward
and erected the deck span also, on falsework set up o.i blocking
on the ground below, this span being over ground which was aoove
the level jf the river" during a large part of the year. This was
the most simple of all of t:ie spans, tne sv/ing Mlt'a the lowering
of the sand jacks bei.ig a simple operati m, '^he only features of
note in this span were the shoes set in nitohes in pier IV, re-
quiring some careful manipulating and some chipping of masonry,
since the end pins had to be driven before the shoes could be
placed, andthe two pieces of chord with the shoe being somewhat
cut.'ibersome to handle; also the bearings on pier V, which were
Uiii;;Ue in being a combination rolier bearing, to t^ke care of
tne expansion of the deck span, and swivel pin bearing, to take
care of t'le expansion in the viaduct .
On both the viaduct and the deck span, the shoes were wedged
up from tne masonry and a rust joint made, this making a most sat-
isf ictory bearing, the refinement of dressing the masonry for a
neat fit, as was done for the main spans, not being required for
the light loads involved, the rust joint was composed of a mix-
tiire of ninety percent iron filings and ten percent sal amoniac,
worked up to a consistency that could be rammed under the shoe.
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previously wedged up at least a half inch from the masonry. After
several hours this material set up very hard, and the vv-edges could
he removed, leaving a pe^'manent joint v/hich gave an even bearing
of the snoe on the pier, and vrnich became harder una more auraole
with the elapse of time.
Before placing the rust joint, levels were taiien on all the
piers, and squares painted on e.^ch one, on which the elevation was
compmted, so that later by measuring up from these squares, all
of the shoes could be set at the same level, by wedging up the
proper distance. The maximum variation in the elevation of all
of the tops of the piers was three quaters of an inch, so th.^t
allowing a half inch for the minimum joint, the heaviest joint
which it .-as necessary to use was an inch and a quarter, •'^fter
all the joints had been placed, the bases of the columns and the
battora pedestals were filled with concrete, as de:icribed for the
main bearings.
In ad .it ion to the general supervision of the erection pro-
cesses outlined above, a great deal of detail inspection v;as nec-
essary during the erection. Although nearly all the connections
lined up fairly well, there are always some in which the holes
do not match at first, and it i t:-:0 duty of the inspector to
see that the v;ork is pulled up until the holes are good enough
to permit of riveting, sometimes an arduous proceedure. Jsually
thib i;.. attempted by the use of drift pins, v^hich is likely to
damage trie metal about the holes, and in such cases the inspector
lu; t int'>ist on the use of some better .evice, either jacks or
ratchets, to pull up the work. -'Iso it is necesi^^ary to see that
a proper number of bolts and pins are used in each con.iection be-
fore ar.tempti.i;; to swing the sp-ns, it being generally i^;quired
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th;xt at least half of the holes be filled, and that at least
one third of these be pinned, the rest bolted.
Besides in;.pectins the fit of riveted connect 'ons , it is nec-
es..ary to inspect the fit of all pin connections, seein^s th..t
the "^ro))er mr,.cerB have been inserted between e^/ebars, since the
..loaient... on ihe pins are figured from cert, in jo..itions of the ji-.r
on the pin, v.'hich nust therefore be n;iaintained. Spacers are aiade
of rin^^s of light steca, v;hich are likely to be ...lixed up before
plncinj, • nd also v.'hich frequently fall out during driving of
the pin unless watched. After the pin is driven, it should be seen
that the excess length is evenly divided, and t:ien that the pin
rods are placed with the pin capb to cover the ends, and the nuts
ohecked to prevent then from vrorkin^^ lo se.
All expansion points require careful inspection. In the case of
a sliding expansion, comnon in ,_,irders, it should be seen th.^t
the sliding surface is smooth, that the slotted hole is well cen-
tered at normal temperature, and of sufficient size, and that the
bolts fit -ell and are pulled up snug and checked. In the case of
roller expansions, of v.^hich there v/ere two on thiJ bridge, one
for the deck span on pier V and one on the main span on pier II,
it i^hould be seen that the ro'.lers are free and even on the bear-
ing, a.xd th:..t the bearing is free and .^maoth; also th^it the roll-
ers themselves are upright at norm;il temperature. V/h';rre this is not
tne case, as happened on pier V, the rollers must be moved so aL
to assume an upright position, a result easily accomplished by
moving the individual rollers one at a time, after removing the
lock bars from trie outside. For swiiajel ana rocner expansions, on
the viaduct on pier V and the abutment respectively, nothing was
neceS(^ary xcept to see t-i: t tne pin vra: well uentored. In the

case of the especially designed expansion flo -'rbeains and stringers
at one e^ipansion points at the juncture of the cantilever aruis and
the suspended spans, it was necessary to see that there v/ere no
into-—
--.-rences
, that the raechanisai worked freely at the limits in
either direction, and that all bearing surfaces were fitted with
grease cups to properly lubricate the bearings. This applied also
to the sliding surfaces in both tiie top and bottom chords.
In addition to the attention necessary to see that expansion
is proi.)erly provided for, there are always in.iuaerabie Liinoj? inter-
ferences tiiat can.iOt be forseen, but v/hich require correction in
the field. A slight overrun in the thickness of a plate, tne neg-
lect to cope an angle sufficiently, clearances that are too close
to :aake conveniently, rivets and plates that l-iterfere with eree-
tion, all call for judgement In correcting, both on the xjart of
the contractor to avoid excessive adviitional costs, and on tne
part of the inspector to see that the strength of the structure
is not impaired. Much judgement is also needed in straightening
members which have been oent during erection, vrhichi can never "be
entirely avoided.
But of all t;'ie dutie.v of t upervl.'. ion , the-. Inspecting of the
riveting is by far the mont rigorous. Seemingly a simple matter,
it requires more than a little judgement, and an amount of time
and work that would hardly be suspected. Here more than anyv/here
else is there a likehood of friction between the contractor and
the inspection force, and more need for pemevt-rance and skill on
t.ie part of the inspector to secure good work, as well as judge-
ment to secure speed and cooperation..
This 13 not so neces.:ary in the case of power driven rivots,
v/hich were required in al-L the tension splices in the bottom chord.
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Two bull riveters v/ere usod on this v7ork, operated by air, aiiu
working on chain falls from a support above the sp.Lice. V.'ith these
a very rax)id riveting of t'lio splices wa^^ obtained, and as tne
power drevf up the v/ork well and alv/ays drove the riv.;trj hoi.ie, there
were few loose rivets to be cut out. In fact, so uniform v/ere the
results that it was scarcely nexes^ary to inspect the bull driven
rivets except for soue slip in ivorkmanshdjp
,
These machines could not reach to all points, how ver, and in
addition they were so cumbersome that they were used only where
specified, all other rivets bein^j; driven with percu;:.sion haMiuers.
«'ith the points so scattered, there wa,^ a ^reat de.^l of movin<^ of
scaffolds necessary, eBpeciaiiy on the viaduct. v:ith four nen
working in. a /^an^, fitting up the steel, bolti.i^ cuic. riveting,
the ordinary days drive averaged from 25n tp oOO rivets for each
gang, although occasional records of six and seven hundred were
made
.
During the riveting an inspector v/as jbresent on the v/ork con-
stantly, one inspector taking care of from five to eight gangs.
As soon as a point had be-.jn driven, before ijving tne scaffold,
the Inspector v/as called over to pass on the pork. This involved
tapping each rivet with a light hamrier, about t-..elve ounces in
v/eight, to determine if all rivets were tight, and any found loose
were marked with a cray
-n for removal. 'Jhen such rivets had been
cut out and redriven, the point v/as again exa:.iined by the inspecto:^
and if found satisf..ctory , was markoLL apx^roved, after v.'hich tne
gang moved to the next point. It being the natur.:a tendency for
the rivet-^rs to slight the'^-ork, leaving lo..)se rivets, or even
artificially caulkixig 1 )0se rivets to make the.i appear tight, it
devolves on the Inspector to insist on a cert .in standard of work.

and to alioY/ no diviation rrom this stcuidard. This it> the nor^
difficult "because loose rivets are not invaria,bly Zucj i''-^..uj.t of
poor workmanship, since too much paint bctrreen plates v/ill fre-
quently produce the same result, and soaietimes in li^ht metal
where t.iere is a gr -.vt deal of spring, it 1^. ali.iost iiapossible to
drive rivets that v/ill not slide a little v/ith a ^..od blow,. As a
rule, hov:ever, if the metal its pulled up v:ell- a most essential
point- and the rivets are heated properly :-xiu juu.Zo^ up iij.\iiy
during the drivin-, there rill be no difficulty, and to ^et the
four men in the -anrg working together harmoniously so as to take
caro of these detcrils, is tlie secret of gjod rivet iiis^ectioii.
No amount of cuttin^j; out will produce as good a job as can be ob-
tained by usin^ care in driving, and by helping to organize the
gang and get them to working together, the inspector can get oet-
ter results than by rigid inspection aftorv/ards.
This requir s that the inspector have a good knowledge of the
requirement of proper riveting, c.na also that he be present at
all times-, so as not to cause a delay when it is desired to move
a scaffold. It also requires a great deal of judgement to deter-
mine just Yfnen the men have done their best to get ex. tight job,
and when it will be better to leave a slightly defective rivet
than to try to cut it out nd r^on the risk of making matters worse.
There v/ill always be points so difficult of access that perfect
rivets are irapo.ssible, and some points., will task the ingenuity of
both Inspectors and men. another difficulty is the practice of
contr.-'.ctors of offering a bonus to the men for driving rivets in
excess of a cer.taln number each day, a pr..ctice which has a tend-
ency to lead the men to slight the v/ork in order to g<^t a large
number of rivets; but if tie inspector is conscientious in his
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work, and t.ie lin.itin£s number is not too hijh, thii. ib often found
to be an advantage rather than a difficulty. In fL,ct, it wat: a
coniuion experience th- t the worst results wer-> obtained near the
close of the : ork, - hen the fear of discharge Ic the :aen to in-
ferior v/ork purpoiily, in the hope of thus prolonging the life of
their job.
Many other factors are ifrrportant in obtaining a greater jut-
put xroci the men, among them being the furnithiing of the best of
tjols and aoIHes for bucking up, providing adequate scaffolds,
.:eeping the air supply const-ait, fitting up difficult v/ork with
an extra gang, and other details, in v.hicii the inspector can ass-
ist with his advice hile ^one rally supervir. ing the v/ork.
After- finishing the riveting there are alv/ays aome holes ixi
v/hich rivets cannot x:)Ossivly be driven, and. for 'vhich turned bolts
:iiust :>G substituted. Such bolts -lu^ t be tight, and checked to
prevent loosening. There' v,-:l11 also be numerous repair jobs, c^ucii
as providing walkv/ays for the attendant to reach jDoints requiring
lubricati )n, providing handrails ;!.round pedestals, su^ _;orts for
lighting the span in ac -oj-dance tith the U. S.Zngineef"' s dorps re-
quirements, and many oth.rr things, all of v:hlch the engineer is
responsible for.
3.- Inspection of decking and painting- All of the decking on
both the r.-ilv/ay and the highv/ay was composed of creosoted timber,
shipped in on Ct^rs, already fraiamed and dap^;'ed, fro.i Lho creasot-
ing Tvorks in Louisianna. I'his required tno services of inspbctayr
at the plant, both to ^ee th t the framing v/as correctly done, and
in order to seeth '.t t"ie: specification v;ith regard to the creosoting
was carried out,
?]a ns were drawn by the steel contractors for the framing of

the tiraber to lit the steel, and since the steel contracts callea
for layiuj^ all decking, the contrc-ctor waa responsible for the
correctness of the framing. The decking itself v/as purchased di-
rectly by the Bridge Company and furni;;hed to the contractors,
hence the engineer was responsibe for the quality of the tiiaber
and the o^uantity furnished, as well ati t,he creosoting process.
The inspector at the plant inspected the tir.iber for stri.ight-
ness and compliance v/ith the timber specifications, and checked
the framing in accordance v/ith the contractor's plans. For each
charge the volume of the timber entering the cylinder was com-
puted, and '.he quantity of oil put in the cylinder ootained, to
see that the number of pounds of oil per cubic f .ot specified,
fifteen, was obtained for each charge, 'i-'he conditions for each
charge v/ere also noted, the inches of vacuum and time in the
vacuum, the pressure under \.'hich the charge of jil v/as made and
the length of time for the charge, anu t-ic v/ajie embodied in
v;eekly reports sent in to the resident engineer.
«'hen the work first started, an "..English oil w .r in use, of
a light de/iSity and containing very little iaboioU'Oie tar products.
The sup_jly of this oil was interfered with by the war, hov.'ever,
and on more than half of the work it w s necessary to v;c;ive the
specifications enough to permit of the use of the heavier iimeriCL.n
oil, v/hich may have been equal .y efficacious ;is a preservative,
but which left a thick coating on the outside of the timber which
made handling for more dif ri¥ ;lt and objectionable.
After coming from the charge, each piece of timbc;r v/as marked
v.'ith a stamj) on the end in accordance with a marking CLiagra,m fur-
nished by the steel contractors, and loaded on cars for shipment ,
The inspector made out ixivoices for each shipment, showing the

number of pieces oi' each lark shi..ped, aaci the feet board measure
in the. shipment, t:ie latter being require:! for niacin/; up the state-
ment for payment.
On ar-ivln- at tlie site, the material was unloaded and stacked
re.idy for layin£-, the various kinds of pieces being sort^a out
in so far as possible. This work was done t;he steel company,
although they did not assume responsibility for tao' .i...terial un-
til they started to lay it on the structure, even the fire in;/ur-
ance bein^ carried by the Bridge Company in the meaniime. Dince
th'j creosotin^; process v/eakena tne timber con.. laoruoiy ....o. ma^es il
particularly L^ubject to ...or ..ion, the contractors were not allowed
to use this material ciurins the construction, but v/ere obli-sod to
deck the brid-e is so far as it need to bo decked xor construction
use aith temporary decking of their own. As soon as the work be-
gan to near completion, the permanent decking was brought out ana
laid one tr.xk at a time, so as not to interfere /ith thc^ use of
the track during construction. For a large part of the work the
guardrails were already dipped, and with the use of air dria.ls
for boring the h)les for the bolts to secure the ties to the gir-
ders, the vrh )le decking process was very rapidly performed.
The engineers kept careful records of ail shipment of the deck-
ing, chucking each car on arrival, and generally supervising the
storage. Some difficulty was experienced in reading the marks on
tne timber, on acooimt of the t ^.ickness of the oil used for creo-
soting, but a small amount , of fram-ing on the bridge sufficed to
correct all errors. All fresh outs made in the field were coated
with oil before placing the timber, although the p.^netratipn of th-
original charge was so gaod as to make this scarcely necessary.
The grtard r:.il was laid in sections a-ith separations sufficient

to jrovide for the expancion in the steel, yor tae roc.dway, all
planking was laid v;ith spaces of three ei<2;hts of an inch between
planks; the planks bein^ spiked to the joints with square wrought
iron spikes, driven
--'ith a percussion ham.aer.
The permanent rail was laid i.iiinediately after the decking,
screw spikes being used for fastening tJie tie plates to the deck.
The rail expansion joiats, of v/hi ,h there v/er. tnree, for each of
the main expansion points, -were bolted to the deck, and allowed
for an oxpansi.>n of six inches in the r.-il at each point. Cen-
ters for this track wore run throu.^h the bria^;e v.-ith a transit,
marked on the center of the cross girders ana floorbe&ins with a
cold chisel :iark, uhich left a pennant center :aark for future use
in making repairs to the track.
--ifter the span was tlius given the full dead load, levels were
run to determine the amount of permanent camber finally left in
the bridge. The results are sho-n in the diagram, plate >:x, page
132. As can be seen, the fixed span v/as left noi: -ly level under
full dead load, though a load on either adjacent span tended to
ma.ce it c imber upv;ard. Both trie suspended spans were left with a
camber of approximately five inches.
One of the most important elements in the life of a steel
bridge it. tne protective coating, and the choice of the paint to
be used on the structure is an important part of the engineering
supervision. The specifications called for one .hop coat and two
field coats, the choic-e of the paint to be Ucod to be subject to
the ap, roval of the engineer. In accordance with the best opinion
on protective coverixig, the shop coat is expected to afford a
. atorproof covering v/hich will adhere closely to the steel and
prevent corrosion from the pre-sence of moisture or on account of
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electrolytic action, while not at all adequate to resist the action
of the elements or of chemicals in the atmosphere, this latter
protection being afforded by the field coats. The best shop coat
in accordance with this theory would seem to be red lead in oil,
whi:;h forms an impervious covering which is elastic and durable,
and preserves the metal from corrosion admirably. Red lead itself,
however, is not very res is tent to atmospheric action, and also
is difficult to apply evenly, and on account of the red lead set-
tling to the bottom of the mixture, is difficult to keep in a uni-
form consistency, in addition to being very expensive. For these
reasons it seemed best to specify for shop coats a jiaint which
while containing sufficient red lead to give the preservative
qualities required, had enough of other ingredients to give the
proper reslstence to the atraosj^here, and at the same time give
uniformity of flow. For the main superstructure the shop coat used
was "Mamolith Carbon" and for the viaduct "Detroit Graphite", both
patent paints with which very good results were obtained.
At the very beginning of the work, samples of different kinds
of piint were secured from many different manufacturers, for the
purpose of making a service test before selecting the paint for
the field coat, and each manufacturer was invited to submit as
many samples as desired, together with his specifications for ap-
plying the same, which were rigidly adl)iered to in making the test.
In all about thirty specimens were tested.
For this test steel plates about six by ten inches were used,
held rigidly by wires in a wood frame, the entire outfit being
placed in an exposed position where the plates would be subject
to all the action of rain, wind and sun. The plates were numbered
in the panel, and a careful record of the kind of paint and con-
I

dltions imder which the painting had been done was kept, care be-
ing taken to have the paint spread uniformly and mixed the the
right consistency, so as to give a fair test. Once a month the
entire number of test pieces was examined and notes made in the
record oook of any deterioration, so as to ascertain the time
elapsed between the first evidence of failure and the ultimate
breakdovm.
It was found that rust specks began tc appear on some of the
panels after the first six months of exposure, and inside the
first year all but a very few of the panels showed some signs of
breaking down, either flecks of rust coming through, or else a
cracking or peeling. Some few had etitirely broken down in t^is
time, the entire panel being a mass of rust spots. The test was
continued for about two and a half years, and after the first
year the deterioration became more, general, being more or less
rapid with various paints, and with different numbers of coats.
In general, the panels painted with two or three coats of a
product which was advertised to contain carbon or graphite seem-
ed to stand up the longest, but when the final examination was
made, the results showed a practical failure of ninety percent
of the samples, over half being comijletely broken down, the bal-
ance showing from five to ten large rust spots scattered over the
surface, and only three of all the samples being what may be call-
ed intact, with only a slight rusting where the wires were attach-
ed, entirely to be expected on account of the thinness of the
metal and the slight v/earing on the wire. Of these three paints
two were used on the field coating of the bridge, " No-brack "
being used on the main bridge and Detroit Graphite on the viadjict.
This test was most startling in showing the exaggerated claims
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made for so many of the forms of commercial paint.
After selecting the kind of paint to be used, it is of the
utmost importance to see that the application of the paint is
properly performed, nearly as much depending on the manner of
application as on the intrinsic value of the paint itself. The
importance of securing a good shop coat has already been noted,
and cannot be too much emphasized, since it is impossible to se-
cure good work in the field on top of a poor shop coat, especially
where the metal has not been properly cleaned, or where there is
mill scale under the shop coat.
On the shipments from Pennsylvania, it was found that the
shop paint was considerable damaged when the steel arrived, and
It was always insisted on that this material be touched up at
once, so as to prevent any further rusting during the time that
the steel was in storage or being erected. This period was necess-
arily from a year to eighteen months, although the first field
coat was applied as soon after erection as possible. The field
rivetH v/ere spotted with a coat of the shop paint as soon as the
points were approved by the inspector, and the first field coat
followed directly after the riveting. Most of the steel had been
so handled in the yard as to be fairly clean, and little cleaning
was required except for the deck span, which had been unloaded
ready for erection on the ground beneath the span when the river
had overflown its banks, depositing a layer of river sediment
on the steel which reqi.iired a great deal of washing and scrubbing
to remove. No amount of effort would fully remove the stain on
the paint, so that a careful examination wa;^ necessary to deter-
mine when all of the dirt was removed that was possible. After the
field Coat had been applied, no difference between this and the

1^6
other steel could be observed.
A very great deal depends on the willingnesB and ability of
the painters in cleaning and painting carefully, since no amount
of inspection will absolutely assure good workmanship throughout.
On the viaduct it was found necessary to rule the painting sub-
contractor from the work, on account of repeatedly failing to
follow out the inspector's instructions, but on most of the work
very good results were obtained. The two field coats -vvere of a
different color, the first being green and the second black, in
order to easily detect misses or "holidays" in the second coat,
and the contractor was required to swab all places which a brush
would not reach, such as the eyebar heads where closely packed
and the ends of built up members on pins. The tops of stringers
were painted before the ties were laid, and all points inaccessible
after erection were given an extra coat in tie shop. Many places
seemingly inaccessible were reached by means of long handled
brushes, and before final acceptance a thorough inspection was
made of the entire structure, to assure the very best condition
of protective coating that could be obtained.
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VIII. Records and Reports.
D^^rv and photographs- On the superstructure there was no
need to keep so thorough a system of progress reports as on the
substructure, first because the nature of the work did not demand
so thorough a knovaedge of each detail, much of the work having
already been completed in the shop, and second because the unit
price form of contract threw most of the responsibility for
progress and all responsibility for cost on the contractor rather
than on the engineer. Nevertheless a very complete form of record
was maintained, the engineer being at all tii.ies in touch with the
planning of the work, and assuming Partial responsibility for
progress.
A most satisfactory and comprehensive form of record was con-
tained in the daily report or diary, the form for which is shown
in plate XXI, page 138. On the left side of the sheet was enter-
ed each day the material unloaded, with the contract for vrhich
it was intended, the spans being divided into different contracts,
thus keeping the steel report separate for the different spans.
The car number for each entry was given, thus identifying the
shipment, and the weight of carban and alloy material in the
shipment. By adding the previous days report, this record became
accumulative, so that the percent delivered to date could be
ascertained at a glance. Similarly on the right of the sheet each
separate member was entered as it was erected, with the contract
number to identify the span to which it belonged, and the weight
of the piece, listed in the carbon or alloy column as required;
and this record also v^as totaled each day, so as to give the per-
cent erected at' all times.
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In addition thiB diary sheet showed the progress of the rivet-
ing on aadh span, with the number of rivets driven each day and
the total driven to date, with the percent of completion. Also
a notation was made of the stage of the river, which was kept
throughout the entire job, and a record of the number of men work-
ing on each part of the structure, and following that remarks
were made as to general progress on each phase of the work, and
any notes of interest or record which might have a bearing on
the work and useful for reference. A copy of thir. report was sent
to the main office daily, thus keeping the chief exigineer in com-
plete touch with all parts of the erection process.
All during the superstructure erection, moreover, the same
progress photographs were made as was described for the substruc-
ture. These were taken on the average of one each day, and aimed
to record all movements of interest, both as a matter of record,
and also to give the main office an idea of the manner in which
the work was being carried out. The entire series not only formed
a valuable record but also an interesting story of tho process
of erecting the bridge.
With the diary sheet and the photographs, the engineers at the
main office were well supplied with information as to progress,
but two other methods of report were used in addition. The one
was a weekly letter telling of t.'^e general progress of work, and
calling attention to any points or any details needing the action
of the main office, as well as outlining the expected progress
during the following week. The other was a monthly report in the
shape of a line diagram of the entire bridge, showing in colored
ink the members previously erected and the lembers erected dur-
ing the month. At the resident engineer's office a similar line
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diagram was kept up to date, showing In different colors the mem-
bers erected during successive months, and also the falseworic In-
stalled monthly. This diagram was useful in showing the percent
of completion of the entire structure with respect to length, much
better than could any statement of percent of completion according
to weight; and also in showing the relative rate of progress month-
ly, thus indicating what could be expected for the remainder of
the erection.
2. Records for payment - Since the final settlement of the contract
for superstructure was made on the report of the shop inspector
of the total weight shipped, as summarized on the shipping invoice^,
all records for payment made in the field were for partial payments
only, and did not require a very high degree of accuracy. In fact,
the diary she^t was in itself a most satisfactory record of com-
pletion for monthly payments, since the sheet for the last day of
the month gave both the total weight for which delivery price
should be paid, and the weight for which the erection price should
be paid.
The entry for material delivered, being taken from the contrac-
tors certified invoices for each shipment, became in effect a sum-
mary of the invoices on the entire work, and the entry made on the
day the last shipment was received was the total weight for which
the contractor received final payment. The entry for material ere-ct-
ed, on the other hand, was made from the from the weight of each
individual piece of steel as entered from tlie invoices opposite
the ;nark of the member concerned in the engineer's record book,
as already described. In thus entering and transposing, some few
errors were natural, especially on ac.:ount of many pieces having
the same mark, so that the total showing v;hen all material had been
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erected was somewhat different from the inspector's final report;
the error, however, being a small fraction of a percent, ana in
no way affecting the payments on the work.
This method of checking the steel was in fact most satisfactory,
and while involving considerable care in maintaining the record,
on account of being handled as it came in each day, the actual
work involved was small. Familiarity with the arrangement of the
record book made entry from invoice to book a simple matter, and
the corresponding entry from book to diary sheet was similarly
an easy matter. Not only did t ie record book thus give a pea?man-
ent record of the progress and condition on all the spans, but
it also saved himting through invoices to obtain weights of mem-
bers v.'hen making up estimates, and avoided the errors inevitable
in making up a monthly estimate from a large number of invoices,
in 7.-hich there is considerable duplication of marking.
This record book proved of great value also in keeping track
of the material to replace that lost during the washout. Part of
this was replaced without additional cost by the steel company,
but compensation was made in part by paying an additional price
of two cents a po^ond for both the railway and roadway stringers
that were lost, this being the greater part of the weight, and
the allowance being necessary to secure the completing of the
work.
The record of all pieces of decking as delivered and erected
was also kept in the record book, with an outline of the material
required to complete the work, so that reference to the book gave
the percentage of decking delivered at any time, and also the
number of pieces required to complete. This record of material on
hand was checked against the inspectoi*s report of material shipped

from the creo sot 1115 works, a] id near ths end of the sh.ii-.ments,
a
schedule was made up of pieces required to complete, taken from
the record of delivered material, which was included in the last
shipment, together v.'ith the allowance of extra pieces, in order
to complete the decking and have several pieces of each kind on
hand to replace damaged work and make repairs in the future, the
payment for the creosoted material was made directly by the bridge
company, on invoices of the contractor, certified by the inspector,
at differant rates per thousand for different classes of material.
A summary of the cost of the superstructure is as follows.
Steel for Main Bridge.
Carbon steel 14,889,839 # © .0486 $ 723,646.18
Alloy steel 17,802,254 ,0578 1,028,970.28
Y/edges 412,564 .095 39,193.58
Additional replace 663,586 .OS 13.271.72
TOTAL 1,805,081.75
Steel for Viaduct .
Main contract 11,420,740 # @ .0275 314,070.35
Add'l Roadway 724,320 .035 25.351.20
TOTAL 339,421.55
Total cost of steel superstructure | 2,144,503.31
Total cost of creosoted decking 108,631.73
Mat protection charged to superstructure 12.468.62
TOTAL FOR SUPERSTRUCTURE 2,265,603.66

CONCLUSION
IX. General Sumraary.
1. Preparation of engineer's report r No better summary of the en-
gineerine; supervision or of the entire construction of the Memphis
Bridge can be made than that contained in the final report of the
consulting engineer to the president of the Bridge Company upon
the completion of the work. This report was printed and boimd in
a folio volujae with numerous plates illustrating the work, the
whole forming a most concise and readable description of the more
important features of the construction, giving all the essential
points of interest to the engineering profession, yet at the same
time so written as to be easily understood by the layman.
From the very inception of the work, the engineer's records
were so kept as to minimize the task of assembling the data for
the final report, which would otherwise have been extremely ar-
duous. But with the diaries and schedules that had been prepared
throughout the entire job, and the drawings and diagrams that were
ready for photographic reproduction, the preparation of the re-
port became more a matter of editing, to make a proper choice of
the material to be contained, and to group the whole in the most
presentable manner.
The body of the report is very brief, giving only a general
narrative of the project, and a description of both the substruc-
ture and superstructure. The general narrative covers the time
from the first instructions to the consulting engineer to pro-
ceed with the work, to the turning over of the bridge to the
client, giving in succession the steps taken by the engineer and
the resulting progress on the project. These steps have already

been described in detail in the previous chapters, rind may be
summarized herewith as follows; the preliminary design, selection
of the site, obtaining the approval of the War Department, es-
tablishing the field office and laying out the work, letting the
contract for the substructure and supervision of this construc-
tion, preparing plans, securing bids and letting contracts for
the supers tKucture, adjusting superstructure contracts on account
of financial complications and again on account of the washing
out of the falsework, and the supervision and completion of the
superstructure
.
Next in order comes the description of the bridge itself,
giving the general physical conditions of the location govern-
ing the design, the division of the bridge Into spans, giving ^^e
main dimensions and clearances, the type of superstructure and
a comparison with the old bridge, and a statement of the grsides on
the approaches. Following this is a more detailed dascription of
both substructure and superstructure, giving the points of great-
est interest in the design and construction.
The main considerations in designing the oiers is first taken
up, based on the original borings, the records from the old bridge,
and the modifications based on tests on the clay. In this design,
the skin friction was assumed at 400 pounds per square foot, a
quite conservative figU'-^e, and the size of the different piers
was such as to give final pressures on the foundations varying
from 3.1 to 5.1 tons per square foot for the four main piers.
A table gives the main dimeHsions of these piers, and the weights
sustained, and a description of the construction of the piers and
the sinking of the caissons is given in brief form. Next the piers
are taken up in order individually, with a history of the con-

struction, describing the difficulties encountered, the variations
mj.de 4n the design, the mat protection work, and the accident in
the sinking of pier V, due to gas in the working chamber. A table
of the volumes of the piers and the unit cotita is given, v/ith a
comparison of these costs with those dytaining on the construction
of the old bridge more than twenty years previous; and a list of
the floating equipment and. badges used in the substracture constru6>-
tion and becoming the property of the bridge company on the com-
pletion of the work concludes the description of this part of the
work.
The description of the superstnucture takes up first the
reasons for selecting the cantilever type of design, and the ad-
vantages of constructing the superstructure in the manner chosen.
The question of the advantage obtained through the use of an alloy
steel is also considered, showing the resulting economy from the
use of " Mayarl " steel. Expansion devices and the method of an-
choring the Tennessee arm are described, and the assumed loadings
in making the design are given, which in general are based on
Cooper's E 55 loading on both tr-^cks. The total weight of both
carbon and alloy steel in the various parts of the structure are
then given summarized in tabular form, and following that a brief
history of the erection of the superstructure, A description of
the west approach viaduct completes the main body of the report.
Reproductions from the progress photographs illustrate the
work and add much to the attractiveness, since such views give
the best possible description of the bridge and the processes of
construction. Several appendices supplement the main report, giving
lists of the personnel); of the bridge company, of the engineers
and contractors employees, a copy of the acts of congress author-
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Izing the construction of the bridge, copies of the specifications
for cement and for the supcrstrucure of the main bridge and via-
duct, and also copies of the results of tests on eyebars, already
cvommented on.
The preparation of plates showing the substructure conBtruction
has been previously described. In addition to the record drawings
of piers and abutments giving the final dimensions of the work as
actually constructed, and of the caisson details and general map,
reproductions were made of the charts showing the records of the
river guage and also of the progress in sinking, and in addition
the record sheets of the sinking of the two most important caissons
were given. The wh<ile gave a most comprehensive resume of the en-
tire substructure construction.
For the superstructure, record drawings were required of the
contractors as part of their contract, since the lattef wtre in
a better position to produce them in connection with the detailing
of the steel than were the engineers. These record drawing includ-
ed stress sheets for all the spans, and detailed elev;itions of
a i)art of each span, with typical sections, and were not by any
means working drawings, but rather typical details to show the
actual type of construction of all parts of the structure, to in-
dicate the general dimensions, size of material, and make up of
members and connections, without the confusion of detailed dimen-
sions and rivet spacing. In this form they afford an accurate yet
easily readable record of the, entire superstructure.
The compilation of this report naturally involved consid-
eratele time and study, but it was produced in complete f;)rm a few
months after the completion of the bridge, and forms a most cred-
itable record of the efficiency of the engineering supervision.
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2. summary of quantitlea and costs - The ensineer's
report havins
summarised the main features of the bridge so thoroughly,
there
remains little that can be given without duplication;
however,
the followlns tables, taken from computations made by the
engineprs
in the field, ^ive information not therein contained,
which may
nevertheless be of some interest.
SUrmRY OF TIMBER - SUBSTRUCTURE
Timber in Anchor Pier 160 , 842 ft,B.M.
M V Caisson I 705,678 II
II
II tl 11 II 931,068 It
It
It tl H III 821,206
It II
H It tl IV 561,127
n II
n H It V 323,169
It ft
TOTAL 3,342,169
tl M
SUMMARY OP CONCRETE- SUBSTRUCTURE
Caisson Shaft Total
Anchor Pier, wing walls 86 cu.i
Anchor Pier, body 2670
tl
Pier I 4959 1900 6859
tl
Pier II 4555 3670 8225
It
Pier III 4593 3860 8453
It
Pier IV 4192 1590 5482
It
Pier V 2471 642 3113
It
Piles 1623
tt
Pedestals base 2300 2330 4630
II
West Abutment 900
It
TOTAL 42,041 M
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SUMIjIARY OF G-RANITE- SUBSTRUCTURE
Volume of granite Vol .of pier Per cent granite
Anchor Pier 4,470 . cu. ft. 76 ,567 cu.ft. 5.8 %
Pier I 48,228 11 97,613 " 49.5 fo
Pier II 75,890 It 174 ,877 " 43.5 ^
Pier III 78,690 ti ^80 ,031 " 43.5 %
Pier IV 47.807 H 83 , 906 " 57.0 %
TOTAL 255,085 H 612,994 " 4:1.7 %
SUMMARY OF STESL- SUPERSTRUCTURE
Carbon Alloy Total
Deck Span 2439463 327522 # 2766985
Anchor Arm 2246358 1247260 3493618
Cantilever Arras 2256740 4467490 6724230
Suspended Spans 3353546 4933106 8286652
Fixed Span 3654794 6826376 10481670
Roadways 938938 9339^8
TOTAL IN MAIN SPANS 14889839 17802254 32692093
Adjusting Wedges 412564 412564
Streng-thening, (addition) 278889 273889
Replace Railway " 384697 384697
Repairs (not pald for) 2720
Replace Roadway " 558609 553609
TOTAL PROM PA. STEEL CO .16537318 17802254 34329572
Approach Viaduct 12145060 12145060
TOTAL STEEL FURNISHED 46474632
23237 TONS
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SUIiMARY OF COSTS
Substructure
Item Quantity Unit Price Total
1. Dry Excavation 9204 cu.yd. 1 3.22 1 29,750
2. Pneumatic Excavation 33,625 "
" 5.50 185,000
3. Timber In caissons 3,342 M.B.M. 95.00 318,650
4. Concrete, working chamber 3,055 cu.yd. 9.80 29,850
5. Concrete, mass work 31,170 "
" 6.05 188,650
6. Concrete, form work 6,497 "
" 10 . 45 67,986
7. G-ranite Masonry 9,448 "
" 37.30 352,775
8. Reinforcement 204 Tons 71.40 14,575
Concrete Piles 39,210 lin ft. .97 38 , 1^0
10. Mats and Bank Proteetion 78.875
SUBSTRUCTURE TOTAL 1,304,236
Superstructure
1. Steel, main bridge 16,346 Tons 110.00 1,805,082
2. Steel, viaduct 6,072
" 55.80 339,422
3. Creosoted Decking 2,090 M.B.M. 51.80 108,632
4. Mat work, falsework protection 12.468
SUPERSTRUCTUPtE TOTAL 2,265,604
TOTAL COST OF BRIDGE t 3,569,840
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STATEaCENT of expenditures for construction op mtPHIS BRIDGE
JANUARY 1, 1907.
Interstate Commerce Commission Classification
t
I. Engineering ^ 163,775.69
§Land for Trans. Purpose 198,150.12
: arading 194,934.44
6. Bridges, Trestles & Culverts
6a. Anchor Pier $ 58,104.69
6a. Pier I 175,034.08
6a. Pier II 345,516.67
6a. Pier III 364,621.61
6a. Pier IV 171,074.22
6a. Pier V 75,943.71
6a. Via. Substructure 114 . B41 . 17 1,304,236.45
6b. Main Superst. 1,805,081.76
6b. Via. " 339,421.55
6b. Decking 108,631.73
6b. Mat Protection 12.468.62 2,265,603.66
6c, Approach" Subways 26,169.76
8 Ties 54,390.03
9. Rails 21,396.41
10. Other track material 21,057.77
II. Ballast 3,356.61
12. Track laying and surfacing 11,457.20
15. Crossings and signs 31,235.99
16. Buildings 638.26
17. Roadway buildings 187.35
25. Telegraph and telephone lines 1,137.38
27. Signals and interlocks 2,056.31
35.Miscl structures 93.42
3 7. Roadway machines ^^f'^^
38. Roadv/ay small tools 373.02
40. Revenue during construction 3,666,o7Cr.
43. Other expenses 908. 97
TOTAL ROAD EXP. 4,302,575.37
GENERAL EXPENDITURES
71. Organization expenditures 2,071.85
72. General office and clerks 20,168.44
73. Law 24,638.14
74. Stationery and printing 1,162.02
75. Taxes 40,482.74
76. Interest during construction period 667,231.48
76a " " " received 21,888.23Cr.
77. Other expenBes 2.304.24
TOTAL GENERiU^ EX. 736,170.68
GRAND TOTAL ^ 5,038,747.05
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X. Results of Engineering Supervision,
In the precec^ding pages a study has been made of the construc-
tion of the New Memphis Bridge, with special reference to the ^^S"
ineering supervision of the project during construction, and the
methods used in this supervision have been described in detail.
In this last chapter an attempt will be made to show the need of
such supervision on construction work. of this character, and the
results that are obtained by it.
Indeed, on a project of the scope and magnitude of the one
under consideration, it would be impossible to think of undertaking
the construction without the moot competent engineering advice,
both in the planning and the execution of the work; and the ser-
vices of the highest engineering talent would have been required
in a consulting capacity, even if the details of inspection had
been entrusted to inferior assistance. On work of less importance,
especially, such as all ordinary sized bridges, it is usual for
the railroads to use the regular engineeriQg force for such duties,
instead of calling in a specialist, with results that no doubt
entirely justify this practice. To such an extent has the design-
ing and detailing of 'steel bridges been standardized, moreover,
that it is bedoming the tendency to accept the standard design
of some steel company for all bridge work, without securing any
outside engineering advice. This latter practice cannot be approved,
since it leads to inferior workmanship and uneconomical design,
without the assurance of permanence and strength; and the absence
of adeq.uate supervision frequently results in disputes with the
contractor, delays in completinn, and excessive costs.

It is usually considered that the ^reateat value of engiMeer-
irig supervision lies in the securing of excellence of workmanship;
and indeed the underlying idea of the greater part of such super-
vision is that of inspection, in order to force the contractor to
perform his work correctly, and comply with the specifications.
miile this view of the duties of the engineer is very limited, yet
a great deal can be accomplished by conscientious inspecting of
all construction work, and the results of such inspection should
not be depreciated.
This cannot be better illustrated than by the condition of the
Eads Bridge in St. Louis, which it vras the privilege of the writer
recently to investigate. After close on to fifty yoars of service,
being much of the time far more heavily loaded than originally
contemplated, the physical condition of the bridge today is almost
as perfect as the day it vas finished. Care has been taken to pre-
serve the steel by adequate painting, and with the exception of
some minor repairs of pin points, and a strengthening of the floor
system, practically no defects have required any attention in all
the years of use; and the granite piers shows no signs of deter-
ioration whatever. The secret fcrthis perfection can be found by
studying the very comprehensive report prepared by Profeasor Wood-
ward on the construction of the bridge, which describes minutely
the extreme pains taktn to secure the very best materials and
workmanship throughout the entire construction. This bridge being
a departure from ordinary bridge construction, many experiments
were performed to ascertain the best grade of materials and the
best shop practice, and no pains were spared to obtain the very
best that v/as possible. As a result the structure stands today as
a monument to the painstaking supervision as weil as the genius
1
of the designer and builder, Capt.Eads.
In contrast to this, another bridge in the same locality, the
Merchants Bridge, although erected over twenty years later, al-
ready shows several defects, due to careless shop work, which
have necessitated expensive repairs, a condition which could eas-
ily have been prevented by careful inspection during fabrication
and construction. Many other examples of deterioration of more
recent structures exist, enough to give adequate proof of the very
great value of thorough inspection; and considering the lo,rge
amount of the investment, and the comparatively small cost of com-
petent inspection service, it would seem entirely unnecessary to
point out the wisdom of securing the very best of inspection, in
order to lessen the possibility of rapid depreciation, and the
exorbitant cost of repairs.
But the highest type of engineering supervision means much
more than close inspection, and a constructive inspection, in
cooperation with the contractor, will secure results far superior
than will ever be possible by a watch-dog policy. By taking ac-
tive charge of construction, and using initiative and judgement
in handling the work, the engineer will secure for his client not
only the very best in the way of workmanship, but will also actually
secure more reasonable costs, a more reipid prosecution of the work,
and eliminate disputes which are otherwise almost unavoidable.
Particularly in creating harmony between the different con-
tractors and between the contractors and the client is the func-
tion of the engineer an irapoi^tant one. By assuming the entire
responsibility for the correctness of the location of all sub-
structure, all cause for argument between the two main contractors
is eliminated, and by passing on each phase of the work as it pro-
i
gresses, there can be no dispute as to the performance of all
contract obligations. As an arb^itrator on all questions which
may arise, the engineer by rendering wise axid just decisions can
secure the good will of all parties, and by assuring the contractor
of fair treatment and equitable estimates and remuneration for
his work, a harmonious relationship can be established which is in
the interest of all parties concerned.
Next, by coordinating efforts of the different contractors,
and giving careful consideration to methods of procedure, very
much can be done to prosecute the entire project more rapidly than
in any other way. Even the offering of a bonus for early comple-
tion will seldom accomplish results as satisfactory as can be ob-
tained by adequate supervision of the work; and by constructive
criticism and helpful suggestions, as well as constant pushing
and careful planning, the engineer can do more than would oe thought
possible to secure rapid work. 7/ithout such supervision, work will
inevitably tend to lag, and frequently by a delay in some detail
overlooked until the last minute, the completion of the entire
structure will be postponed. This function of the engineer, fre-
quently ignored by socalled inspectors, is one of the most import-
ant of all.
Lastly, one of the most important results of competent super-
vision is the obtaining of results with reasonable costs. This is
of course especially true on contracts taken on a cost plus per-
centage basis, but even on lump sum contracts, tbere will usually
be extra work on which costs can be reduced by careful supervision,
and on unit price contracts there is opportCinity for a considerable
saving by careful vv'ork on the part of the engineer. By an exam-
ination of the costs on the different units of the substructure.
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given on preceding pages, it is readily seen that the cost or the
work, even on a percentage basis, is far less than would ordinar-
ily be obtained on competitive bids, and is really most reason-
able, a result due not only to the efficiency of the contractor,
but also in large measure to the supervision of the engineer. The
summary of all costs of the bridge project shows that the engin- .
eering costs amount to three and a third percent of the total cost
of the work, an amount which might easily have been saved in the
reduction of costs through careful supervision alone, without
Gon;3idering the other results of having competent engineering
service.
The beneficial results of the coxistructive type of super-
vision have already been demonstrated in the case of the Mem^jhis
Bridge, in securing an adequate structure, to the entire satis-
faction of the client, maintaining the good will of the contractor^,
within a remarkably short time, and within a very reasonable cost.
This type of supervision is highly desirable on all engineering
work, and should be encouraged as much as possible. The results
of the care taken to secure good material and workmanship will,
it is hoped, prove equally beneficial, and will be shown in time
by the durability of the structure and the service rendered.
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